
Chapter 6

THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG

Introduction

This case study deals with the University of Wollongong (UOW), which is located in

Wollongong on the coast of New South Wales about 80 km south of Sydney. This

university was established as a technological university division, as an answer to educational

needs in the area, where the steelworks were the dominating employer. The institution

became an independent university in 1975, with a broad and fast developing portfolio of

courses. The university attracted early a great proportion of immigrants, unlike other

universities, and recruited in the eighties relatively large numbers of sponsored students.

This may have created a mature attitude to a multicultural student population before other

universities considered the concept. Combined with the global visions and the strategic

thinking of the early leader Ken McKinnon, internationalization at UOW received a strong

start, and the institution now recruits mostly full-time, on-campus overseas students. In 1997

it had a total of 1857 international EFTSU in a University total of 9924 EFTSU, which must

be considered a success. The university works systematically to correct biases in the

recruitment structure among the faculties, and is in progress with a policy aimed to build

multicultural skills and knowledge amongst all their graduates. Among a range of strategies

is the development of an elective international module, which can be taken in every course,

with the future intention to make this module mandatory for all students. The building of

"multicultural literacy" can be compared to the innovative efforts earlier in the nineties that

aimed to make all the UOW graduates computer literate, a process that also has been a

success.
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Background

The Wollongong Division of the New South Wales University of Technology (NSWUT)

was established in 1951 as an answer to the after-war need for technical education especially

for the prosperous metal industries in the area. The Illawarra region was a post-war growth

area with the nationally largest population growth between 1947 and 1981. The University

Division was located in the central town of Wollongong on the coastal train line south of the

likewise fast growing Sydney. The State Labor Government started similar University

Divisions under NSWUT in Newcastle and Broken Hill, which were respectively steel and

mining towns like Wollongong, to meet the increasing demands for engineers, metallurgists

and chemists. Industrial needs for skilled personnel had also been the driving force for the

establishment of NSWUT itself. The courses offered at NSWUT and its sub-divisions were

at that time non-traditional as university courses, putting much greater emphasis on applied

studies. The New South Wales University of Technology changed its name to the

University of New South Wales (UNSW) in 1958.

The courses taught initially at the University Division in Wollongong were preparatory

diploma and degree conversion courses. There were few postgraduates, as honors students

continued at the main campus of the University. The staff at Wollongong had not the same

level of education and the same rights as those at traditional universities. The Wollongong

Division functioned in other words as a feeder college for NSWUT/UNSW, and had about

300 students in the first years. Due to the growing population and the increasing need for

teachers at all levels of the school system, and for other competent graduates, student

numbers grew steadily. Very early there was pressure from the leadership at Wollongong on

the University to be allowed to teach courses in Arts and Commerce. A wider range of

courses was considered necessary if the University Division should have any hope to

become an independent university, which was strongly sought by the Division itself and

groups in the Illawarra region. The region took a great interest in the development of the
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University Division. Both the first courses in science and engineering and later the courses

in Commerce were actively supported locally.

The steel industry continued to expand in the 1950s and 1960s and the local steelwork's need

for skilled personnel was an important factor for the total demand for university education in

the region. However, at the end of the 1950s, it became clear that the University Division

could not continue to support the company's demands for skilled workers in the future

without better facilities and increased capacity. At the same time, there was a strong regional

and institutional push towards the Murray Committee requesting establishment of a separate

University College at Wollongong. When it became clear that the Murray Committee favored

development at Newcastle ahead of Wollongong, regional groups joined efforts with private

enterprise to raise considerable sums for the establishment of a University College. These

donations moved the university itself, and hence the state, to allocate additional funding to

the Wollongong Division, and in turn this triggered additional funding from the federal

government.

Wollongong University College

Wollongong University College (WUC) under the University of New South Wales was

opened in 1962, with 308 male students and an academic staff of 16. By 1972 there were

1481 students (20% female) and 94 staff members. The main intention for the campus was

still to serve regional educational needs, with course offerings particularly in engineering and

metallurgy. From 1964, courses in arts and commerce were offered. The institution itself

saw offering a wider range of courses as being crucial for its future development. The

Warden, Professor Gray, had noticed that from 1960 on the growth rate of student

enrolments in the technologies had fallen and realized, after having done some research at

high schools, that future growth for the campus was more likely to take place within new

disciplines. Course development in the 1960s was slow and difficult since proposals for
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new developments had to be referred to the main campus. In 1968, however, the University

College was given a greater measure of self-determination by the establishment of its own

Board of Studies.

The region continuously took great interest in the development of the institution. The

regional steelworks regularly provided scholarships for able students for further studies at

different institutions offering degree courses. The introduction of courses in commerce in

1964 had been strongly recommended by the manager of the steelworks in connection with a

company donation of a considerate amount to support the establishment of the university

college.

The status as a University College was still seen as a constraint to development of the

institution and from the mid-1960s the University College struggled for independence. In

1970 it was finally decided by an act of the New South Wales Parliament that the

Wollongong University College would become an independent university from 1 January

1975.

The University of Wollongong

The earlier widespread feeling among the staff of being a powerless and underprivileged

colony under the parent institution resulted in strong demands for democratic processes of

decision making in the new institution. Professor Michael Birt was appointed the first Vice-

Chancellor and an Interim Academic Senate with 18 members was established, with the Vice-

Chancellor being the only ex-officio member. The Senate's role was to make

recommendations to the governing body, but it had in fact considerable power in academic

matters. The Interim Senate was replaced in 1977 by a Senate with largely ex-officio

members. From 1973, the Interim Academic Senate was responsible for course

development, on recommendation from departmental and faculty committees.
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Independence for the campus at Wollongong coincided with harsher economic conditions,

which adversely affected the funding of the universities and led to demands for increased

efficiency. In 1982, the University was amalgamated with the Wollongong Institute of

Education, which had been founded in 1962 as the Wollongong Teacher's College.

Preparation for the amalgamation had been going on for some years. For Professor Ken

McKinnon, the University's new Vice-Chancellor from 1981, the handling of this

amalgamation was one of his first challenges. This amalgamation seemed to be one of the

happier ones in the higher education sector. The amalgamation also seemed to have a

synergy-effect in the following years, leading to increasing student numbers and the

innovative design of new courses, including the introduction of sub-degree and mainly

vocational courses, which at this time were favored by the federal government. The

development of these courses was made possible through the recognition and use of the

special competence that the staff of the CAE possessed. This early, "voluntary"

amalgamation with a CAE combined with a will to make use of the special competence in its

staff worked to the advantage of the development of UOW.

Governmental demands for university efficiency and repeated emphasis on the university

responsibility were answered by UOW with the introduction of new courses in areas of high

demand (Bachelor of Information Technology, Health and Behavioral Sciences), foundation

of a Faculty of Informatics, strong marketing efforts, and, in 1990, establishment of a Law

Faculty.

As a result of major reorganization, faculties became the basic units of administration and

appointed Deans were introduced. Deans are part of the Senior Officers Committee, which

gives advice to the Vice-Chancellor. Faculties eventually were given control over their

budget for staffing and equipment, and from 1991 full devolution of financial responsibility

to the faculties from the central administration was established.
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In spite of a small decline about 1970, student numbers increased steadily, especially from

the eighties, although the proportion of the local population in the normal study age has not

increased accordingly. In the seventies, the University began to attract students from outside

the Illawarra region, mainly from the southern parts of Sydney. The Illawarra region had

itself a large population of immigrants, 25 - 30% of the population. Compared to other

universities, the University was more successful in attracting the migrant population and by

1985 29% of enrolled students were born overseas. As many of them were of Italian origin,

the teaching of Italian began in 1978, the same year as the Centre for Multi-cultural Studies

was established.

Wollongong attracted early older students through a mature-age entry scheme, which

accepted admission on other requirements than the usual secondary education results (i.e. the

TER). The local population, and especially women, used this opportunity to a major extent

for entry to higher education. Further, and to a large degree as a result of the mature-age

entry scheme, a relatively high proportion were part-time students from the beginning of the

eighties (in Wollongong this group constituted more than the national average of 30%). The

funding of the university, however, did not increase proportionately in line with increasing

student numbers, so the UOW was forced find new sources of income. One means was to

attract full-fee-paying international students, which became possible after the federal policy

change in the mid-1980s. By 1988, there were 680 international students enrolled, 80 of

them full-fee paying. At the end of 1989, 10% of the student population came from

overseas, 300 as full fee students and 400 as students subsidized by the Australian

Government. Some 20 students were American exchange or study abroad students.

The UOW has been a leader in the use of new technology. By 1993, 100% of students had

access to the University network, and 39% had activated their account. Twenty-eight

separate computer literacy courses were provided in 1992 and 1993, each with about 200

students present. One strategy adopted for 1992 was to develop information literacy skills
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programs relevant to the requirements of each degree. In 1994, 31 undergraduate and 16

postgraduate subjects had incorporated in the curriculum information literacy sessions.

A recent development has been the construction of a network of campuses on the south

coast, developed to make access to higher education easier for the population in this area.

The central node is in Nowra and from here the campuses at Bateman's Bay and Bega can be

accessed. Further development is planned. The campuses are connected with a high capacity

electronic network. Courses will be delivered using a variety of innovative teaching and

learning methodologies. The network and the necessary technology has been planned and

financed by a number of community and educational interests. It is calculated that the

network will attract up to 1.500 students in five years.

UOW Today

The University's annual report for 1997 provides an account of achievements for the

first year under the new Strategic Plan 1997-2005. In his comments, the current Vice-

Chancellor, Gerard Sutton, draws attention to the following achievements:

• Cross-disciplinary Research Institutes were constructed and UOW was ranked fifth per

capita in the ARC grants to universities. This is considered as proof of the success of the

new Research Management Structure as well as the expertise of researchers.

• UOW has been listed among the top 750 Australian companies, and the top 420 exporters

(Business Review Weekly).

• UOW was ranked as one of Australia's leading universities in the national University

Quality Assurance Reviews.

• UOW is the third largest industry in the Illawarra region.

A total of 12.423 Students were enrolled (9925 EFTSU) in 1997, 18% of whom were

international (2.280). In 1998, 13,016 students were enrolled, of which 9,722 were
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undergraduates, 3,294 postgraduates, and 2,341 international students. Off-campus

individual students are mainly domestic full-fee paying postgraduates who total about 300.

As a policy, UOW seeks to recruit those external students who pay the highest fees. Table

5.1 shows student numbers at UOW in 1997 by course level, while Table 5.2 shows all

students by broad fields of study.

Table 6.1
Student Enrolment by Level at UOW in 1998

LEVEL Absolute
numbers

EFTSU

Higher Degree (HD) research 776 605
HD coursework 1.312 800
Other Postgraduate 990 498
Bachelor 9.077 7.830
Other Undergraduate 108 91
Enabling + cross institutional. programs 13
Non-award 160 86
Total 12.423 9.924
Source: Planning Office UOW

Table 6.2

Student enrolment by faculty at UOW in 1998

Broad Fields of Study Absolute numbers
Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 2468
Business, Administration, Economics 3.270
Education 1.344
Engineering, Surveying 1.723
Health 822
Law, Legal Studies 518
Science 2.573
Non-award 160
Total 12.423
Source: Planning Office UOW

Graduates from OUW have a better employment record than average. While 80.1 % of the

Bachelor degree graduates under 25 years old were in full-time employment in 1996, the

Australian average was 78.4 per cent (Graduate Destination Survey 1996, Graduate Careers

Council of Australia).
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UOW had an annual operating revenue in 1996 of $146,508M million. Total expenditure

was $146,054 million while total expenditure for the University together with its entities was

$195.1 million, or $31.4 million (19.2%) more than in 1996. Almost 60% of income now

comes from government sources. The increase in fees from international and other fee-

paying students was $7.1M (31.3%) from 1996 to 1997. The University's plan is now to

increase income by recruiting more fee-paying post-graduate students. Table 5.3 shows that

the importance of governmental funding is decreasing,

Table 6.3

Sources of income at UOW in 1996 and 1997

Source of income 1996 1997
Government Grants 83.9 82.2
HECS 17.4 22.6
Other research grants, contracts, scholarships, prizes 6.2 7.9
Investment income 3.6 2.9
Fees, charges and other 55.9 61.7
Licenses - Fees- 18.8

, Total income 167.0 196.1
Source: Annual report 1997

Organization

The University's governing body is the Council with 18 members. Of these, three are ex-

officio (the Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor and the Chairperson of the Academic Senate),

four are ministerial nominees, two are members elected by the Parliament, four are members

elected by Convocation, two are elected by academic staff and one by general staff, one

member is elected by students and one is appointed by Council. The Council approves

policy directions and development planning.

There are three major committees under the Council are as follows:

• Administrative Committee;

• Audit Committee; and

• Ceremonial Honorary Awards Committee.
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The Academic Senate, which has 110 members, deals with major academic policy issues. In

1996, for example, it investigated the levels of stress in academic life, developed intellectual

policy, took a role in the quality control of course and subject approval, and developed a

statement on academic priorities. The 1997 Annual Report commented that the Senate paid

special attention to issues about devolution, course approval processes and University

strategy for internationalization.

The following diagram shows the organization of the UOW. The University is organized

into nine faculties, which together offer 110 undergraduate degrees, and more then 200

postgraduate degrees.   

Council   
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Committees of
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Senior Advisory committees
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Diagram 6.1 - Organizational Chart for UOW
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The University Faculties are as follows:

• Faculty of Arts

• Faculty of Commerce

• Faculty of Creative Arts

• Faculty of Education

Faculty of Engineering

• Faculty of Health and Behavioral Sciences

• Faculty of Informatics

• Faculty of Law

• Faculty of Science

There are 26 academic units, 33 research units, and 5 controlled entities. Six research

institutes have been established. Some activities such as promotion are outsourced to

the University's commercial enterprise Illawarra Technology Corporation limited (ITC).

Research

From 1996 to 1997, research income increased from $9,368,154 to $11,797,761. This

improvement was due to the efforts of individual researchers, but also the reorganization of

the 54 former Research Centres/Groups into 6 Research Institutes, 10 Research Centres and

9 Research Groups (Annual Report 1997). The following interdisciplinary research

institutes within areas of special strength have been established:

• The Institute of Telecommunications Research

• Environment Research Institute

• Institute for Materials Technology & Manufacturing

• The Institute for Steel Processing and Products
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• International Business Research Institute

• Institute for Social Changes and Critical Inquiry

• Institute for Metabolic Research

• Intelligent Polymer Research Institute

UOW is recognized as a strong performer in research, especially applied research linked to

industry. UOW ranks high nationally in federal funding of research. In 1997, it won $3.8

million for research and $2.3 million for research infrastructure in grants from the Australian

Research Council. The University Research Committee implements all research policy, and

this coordinated approach ensures optimum effectiveness and ease of evaluation (brochure).

ITC

The Illawarra Technology Corporation limited (ITC) is a company owned by the University.

It provide courses, skills development, institutional capacity building, research and

development services and provides assistance with the industrial application of technology.

Customers are individuals and companies throughout the world. Contracting for bilateral and

multilateral aid and lending agencies represents an important part of IRC' s activity and of its

international experience. The company's main efforts in the project area have been in South

Asia and the Middle East. ITC has offices in Sydney, Bangkok, Dubai and Tokyo. ITC

provides services for the University in promotion and recruitment. The corporation owns and

manages a campus of the University in Dubai.

ITC has its own Board of Directors and its objectives are as follows:

• To have key clients or potential clients recognize ITC as a competent and committed

provider of services to education, consulting and technology.
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• To develop key strategic alliances with appropriate partners in education, consulting and

technology.

• To maintain effective collaboration with the Faculties of the University.

ITC turnover in 1998 is projected to be about $27 million. The following table shows

the key areas for the components of ITC, and the services that are offered on the

national and the international market.

Figure 6.1
Overview over services provided by the ITC

Company Activity
UniAdvice Marketing and recruitment
Wollongong International College Pre-university, English language and vocational education and trainin g

Business Development Unit (9 staff) International project management, administration and implementation
Dubai Campus Delivery of degree courses to Middle East clients
Advanced Technologies Research and development projects
Administration and Finance Financial	 management	 and	 administration	 for	 projects,	 clients

components

Some services offered by ITC to the University will be described under the heading

Internationalization below.

Strategic Plan 1997 - 2005

In the introduction to the existing plan, Vice-Chancellor Gerard Sutton stated that in aspects

of activity "the emphasis is on excellence, on fostering international perspectives and on

embracing and supporting social and cultural diversity" (p. 1). The vision of the University

emphasizes excellence in research and a student centered approach.

The mission statement has undergone interesting change within a few years. The Mission

Statement in the early 1990s emphasized the production "of graduates and research of

international distinction, especially in the development, critical evaluation and application of
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international distinction, especially in the development, critical evaluation and application of

science and technology for industry, commerce and society" (UOW towards 2000). In the

Strategic Plan 1997-2005, the Mission Statement has been changed to say the "University of

Wollongong aims to explore, develop and apply human and technological capacity for the

benefit of its region, the nation and the international community". Thus from the production

of graduates and research to meet the needs of the employers, the focus has shifted to

exploring, developing and applying human and technological capacity to the benefit of the

national and international environment.

The Vision and the Mission Statement lead to a number of objectives, of which I quote those

that directly refer to the international perspective:

• To position the University as an international centre of excellence in scholarship,

teaching and research.

• To attract a talented, diverse and motivated student body both from within Australia and

overseas.

• To develop a University culture which values and supports diversity, engenders social

responsibility, is sensitive to ethical issues and receptive to new ideas and critical inquiry.

• To foster an intellectual environment with an international orientation (highlighted by

the author of the study).

Further, thirteen strategies and eight guiding principles are identified to achieve these

objectives. One guiding principle states that the University community is obligated to

include international perspectives in courses and so emphasize a commitment to cultural

inclusiveness and cultural diversity.

The institution has an ongoing commitment to providing quality education. Responsibility for

what is transferred to students requires a systematic approach to what is taught, and how,
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and the need to communicate with those who employ the candidates. A University brochure

explains as follows

The University is constantly reviewing degree programs to ensure graduates
have the necessary skills and knowledge to work in the 21st century.
Employer interaction is essential in this process, and the University's
Faculty visiting Committees ensure that programs have the input of industry
leaders. In designing each degree program, the University also
incorporates the development of special personal qualities, life experiences
and practical skills that are important to employers today (University of
Wollongong - an overview. Brochure. 1997/8).

A code of conduct is issued providing guiding principles for the daily work. This code is

further refined in codes of practice for different member groups/activities in the university

community: students, teaching and assessment, acknowledgment practice, research,

supervision. Further, rules exist for behavior in a variety of settings, use of property, use of

language, discipline, campus access and order.

For the management, there is a client service policy, which has been especially addressed in

1997. A complaints handling policy is part of commitment to client service. To measure the

satisfaction of customers, surveys have been undertaken, measuring general satisfaction,

quality of facilities, and of quality of teaching and learning). An annual graduate destination

survey is also undertaken.

According to the Strategic Plan 1997 - 2005, UOW' s Planning Process is continuous. There

are several levels of activity in the process. The Strategic Plan gives the frame for the

university's activities. The Vision is static, but the plan is revised each year in light of

experience and developments in the environment.

A new Learning and Teaching Strategic Plan was used in 1996 and updated in 1997.

Changes were implemented in the faculties under the responsibility of the Faculty Education

Committees. The Learning and Teaching Plan contains the strategies for the educational

development process. Each faculty updates its plans every year, using a rolling five-year
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academic plan. Objectives and strategies in teaching, research and community enterprise are

set and performance indicators specified. The Guidelines for Course and Subject Review

provide the basis for quality reporting in the Faculty annual operating plans. Rewards exist

to support innovative practice.

The University Planning Office is proud that whereas the federal Government plans on a

three-year basis, UOW plans on a 10-year basis. Plans are reviewed annually, and there is a

major rewriting every fifth year. Every second year, there is a three day planning

conference, which is residential and off-campus, with the following composition of

participants:

• Every fourth year the conference encompasses only the senior executive officers and the

deans.

• At the conference two-year after, all senior managers (academic and non-academics,

unions, general and academic staff and students) are involved. This comes to about 100

persons. The group is split into 8-10 syndicate groups.

The procedure continues as follows during and after this conference:

• issues are put on the table

• the chosen topics are discussed in the groups, a type of SWOT analysis is undertaken in

each group, and the group leader articulates the group's conclusions at a plenary session.

• aggregation of suggestions

• discussions on-campus

• comments received

• draft of plan issued on this basis
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One example of wide participation in the process is planning of the performance based

budgeting system, which now is being implemented. This system was introduced at a

Deans' meeting, where the idea was supported. A working party developed the model with 4

Deans being included as members. The Vice-Chancellor, however, was not member. A trial

followed with all Deans being involved. At the end, the proposal received total support, as

the change was seen as necessary and because the government is moving to performance

indicators as the future basis for its funding. UOW is the first university to introduce a

budgeting model of this type.

The new budgeting system implies that the resources are allocated to the academic units

based on performance, where the following factors are measured: teaching performance and

outcomes, cost of teaching delivery and a number of aspects connected to institutional

priorities, including faculty performance, student completion and satisfaction, cross faculty

teaching, success in grants. Measuring of the different factors is detailed and complicated.

The first phase of this budgeting system, which already is implemented, relates to quality

assurance and continuous improvement processes relevant to the budget strategy. In the

second phase, another funding component will be added, which will measure achievements

against faculty strategic goals. Budgeting is intended to reward performance that meets the

objectives of the University's strategic plan.

UOW has devolved a considerable amount of functions including internationalization to its

commercial enterprises. While this makes institutional planning more difficult, overall this

strategy is working well.

An important University practice is to review organizational entities every ten years, or when

a chair is vacant or when the Head of the entity or the Vice-Chancellor wishes a review.

Reviews are undertaken by committee and in the review process various aspects of

performance are measured, related to such matters as management practices, academic

programs, research, facilities and equipment. Surveys are used to measure the satisfaction of
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undergraduate and postgraduate students while research is measured by research grants and

publications and completion rates of postgraduate research students. Achievement measures

in turn are the basis for future funding.

In 1997 reviews were concerned with measuring the use of resources, administrative activity

to improve client service, and success of marketing efforts. Some areas were addressed as

being very important as future challenges, including:

• increased awareness and use of the university's resources for the outside community

• development of materials for flexible delivery of courses

• increase the interest for engineering as career

• maintain adequate research infrastructure in Science/technology

A strong Leader: Ken McKinnon

In interviews with officials at different levels of UOW, a number of staff mentioned the

importance of the Vice-Chancellor through many years, Ken McKinnon. There appears to

be a wide recognition of his important role in the development of the institution.

One member of the Faculty of Education who has had extensive international experience

stressed the importance of McKinnon's personality and leadership qualities for the

development of UOW into the integral institution it is today. McKinnon was Vice-

Chancellor from 1981 to 1994. He was not an academic, but rather an education bureaucrat

who understood how government works. He had been senior administrator in Papua New

Guinea for 15 years and then spent some seven years as Chairman of the Commonwealth

Schools Commission. He was a strategic thinker and well understood policy development.

Under his leadership, UOW was one of the first universities to undertake strategic planning,
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before it was required. He managed to lift UOW to be a significant young university and he

had strong support from his management team.

UOW saw the amalgamations at the beginning of the 1980s as an opportunity. McKinnon

captured the opportunity to the long-term benefit of the University, whereas in comparison

UNE "avoided" amalgamation on this occasion and saw amalgamation not as an opportunity

to assist development, but as a threat. On the other side, at the time of amalgamations at the

end of the 1980s, McKinnon considered that it was unwise for the University to amalgamate

with MacArthur College of Advanced Education. His judgment was that with a little more

than 10,000 students Wollongong was the right size. To him at that time it was more

important for Wollongong to try to become a high-performing university in areas of special

strength, rather than simply to continue to grow.

At the time UOW was not a strong research university, but it has certainly become much

stronger in research over the past ten years. It was one of McKinnon's visions for the

University to become strong in research and encourage particular new areas, such as

information technology. He had the idea of technologization of education, and was

enthusiastic about multimedia. Dubai and the local campuses on the South Coast were his

ideas and priorities as well. UOW was one of the first universities with e-mail access. Ken

McKinnon had also an international vision and took investment decisions in favor of

internationalization and external studies. He had a global vision that included the

development of academic links and expanded research. He was the initiator of

internationalization at the university; he read international trends, and positioned the

University for the future.

The current Planning Director admits that a modern planning process could be a battle with a

dominant leader such as McKinnon. But McKinnon was mindful of the importance of

working with the whole community. Even he could take a step back when the community

did not agree. For example, in 1990 a plan was developed with various performance
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indicators, which was unusual in the university sector at that time. The internal protests

made McKinnon take a break, and two years were used to gather additional information from

the academic community. The new plan (Progress Towards 2000) was issued in 1994 and

was not very different from the draft in 1990, but the plan had now obtained community

commitment. The Planning Director saw the delayed process as a setback at that time, but

now recognizes the gains through consultation. The current Vice-Chancellor, Gerard Sutton,

comes from an academic background. He is less autocratic and he likes to involve a wide

section of the University in any planning exercise.

Internationalization

Development of internationalization

The University of Wollongong was in its time set up to meet the higher education needs of

the area. It used to be a small university. In a time when growth was needed to attract

additional funding, McKinnon introduced strategies that built student numbers up to 10,000

within a few years. The income base was diversified and UOW was one of the first

Australian universities to attract international students. UOW first built up strong enrolments

of so called sponsored students in the mid eighties, but this became a problem when the

government limited and later phased out this category. McKinnon appointed the current Vice

Principal (International), Jim Langridge, to recruit full-fee-paying international students in

the mid eighties.

UOW was one of the five universities that participated on very first AusTrade mission in

Asia in November 1986. At that time, 11% of the students at UOW were sponsored

international students and UOW had to replace former governmental income with full-fee-

paying students. There was considerable internal opposition to this new policy at the end of
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the 1980s; two council meetings were necessary at UOW before the new policy of recruiting

full-fee paying overseas students was adopted.

The UOW has been very successful in the recruitment of international students. It

emphasizes the benefits for all students and staff from this activity. It also frequently

compares itself to universities internationally. In 1997, the university presented itself as

follows:

The University of Wollongong has established a quality international
reputation in education, research, industry and policy. Encouraging
cultural, social and educational interaction between international and
Australian students, the University has developed a culture that values
international standards of performance and contributes to developments in
other countries.
The University's teaching programs are developed to meet the demands of
the world market. This is reflected by the international student enrolment
that represents more than 70 countries. Opportunities to internationalize
courses and research have been fostered through links with several
prestigious international institutions and through overseas teaching facilities
(University of Wollongong - an overview. Brochure. 1997).

The UOW had 2155 international students from more than 60 countries enrolled in the first

term 1998, which means that almost 20 % of the enrolled students came from another

country. UOW recruits mainly on-campus international students. Unlike the UNE and

USQ, it is not a distance education university, and this applies to both Australian and

international students.

The following table (Table 5.4) shows international student numbers by country of birth and

faculty. Almost 50 per cent were enrolled in commerce, but also informatics and arts

attracted considerable numbers. In addition, one student came from each of the following

countries: Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Chile, Colombia, Cyprus, Denmark,

Greece, Malawi, Nauru, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Spain, Vanuatu, Zambia. These are

included under Total above.
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Table 6.4

International Students at UOW by Faculty and Origin in March 1998

Creative
Arts

Arts Comm
-
erce

Edu-
cation

Engi-
neering

Science Health Info Law Non
award

Total

All other overseas
countries

0 3 18 1 2 24

Bangladesh 4 1 1 6 12

Brazil 1 1 2

Canada 1 25 26

China 3 5 61 4 24 6 6 25 1 135

Fiji 1 0 6 0 1 2 2 5 17

France 7 8 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 18

Germany 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 8

Hong Kong 29 14 160 2 10 1 5. 34 0 0 255
100India 1 6 50 0 9 3 3 28 0 0

Indonesia 3, 13. 132 3 22 7, 2 32 2 0 216

Iran 1 3 4

Israel 1 1 2

Italy 1 2 3

Japan 11 46 30 6 1 4 22 5 125

Kenya 1 2 2 0 1 0 2 3 2 0 13

Korea, North 2 2

Korea, South 14 13 16 6 2 0 2 19 0 0 72,

Laos 1 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 8

Macau 4 4

Malaysia 1 7 74 1 21 2 1 44 i 0 153

Netherlands 1 2

Norway 1 5 0 0, 0 0 1 6 2 9

Other African C. 0 2 4 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 12

Other Asia/M.
East

0 1 13 0 7 5 0 8 0 0 34

Other Pacific 0 1 1 0 6- 0 0 0 0 0 2

Pakistan 0 2 28 0 5 0 18 26 0 0 79

Philippines 0 5 3 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 14

PNG 0 2 5 2 2 0 2 3 0 0 16

Singapore 0 26 38 2 1 1 4 15 0 0 87

South Africa 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

Sri Lanka 0 0 2 10 1 1 1 0 17

Sweden 2 0 3 1 0 0 o o 8

Switzerland
. ,

0 1 1 0_ 0- 2

Taiwan 21 19 6 5 4 i 9 1 124

Thailand 8 	 15 63 0 8 7 5 16 1 0	 123

Tonga 1	 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0	 0	 7

Turkey I	 0	 6 3 0 1 0	 1 1 0	 0	 12

United Arab 0	 0 112,	1 4	 0	 0	 17	 0	 0	 134
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Emirates
United Kingdom 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 7
USA 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 106 114
USSR/Baltics 1 2 3
Vietnam 5 0	 2 2 1 18 1 0	 29
Western Samoa 3 0	 0	 0	 0	 1 0	 0	 4

!Total
	

1001 2031 10141	 851	 1411	 551	 871 3411	 111	 1181 21551
Source: Planning Office, UOW

The bulk of the international students are enrolled in undergraduate courses. The main

growth has been amongst undergraduate students, mainly in the Faculty of Commerce. The

number of postgraduate students has remained constant, although there has been a reduction

in the number of research students. Table 5.5 shows international student numbers by

faculty and level in 1995 and 1998.

Table 6.5

International Students at UOW by Level in March 1998

Ph.D. and Research Master Master by coursework
postgraduate

1995

and other

1998

Bachelor

1995
undergraduate

and other

19981995 1998

Creative Arts 4 1 20 38 34 61
Arts 9 9 28 21 831 173
Commerce 30 27 230 346 357 641
Education 5 6 6 57 3 22
Engineering 58 33 137 27 43 81
Science 28 20 16 11 18 24
Health 16 15 20 24 17 48
Info 33 21 65, 77 162 243

Law 4 1 1 6 7 4

Total 187 133 523 607 724 1297
Source: Planning Office, UOW

The University's aim is to increase the international student population to 25 per cent, with

growth both in graduates and undergraduates. A key factor in attracting national and

international students is the flexibility and attraction of programs.
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Another goal is to obtain a more even distribution of international student among the

faculties. This objective must be seen in connection with the general aim to develop an

international dimension in all graduates from UOW. With considerable numbers of

international students in each faculty, development of cross-cultural communication skills

and other skills necessary in a multicultural society will be furthered. To achieve a satisfying

number of international students in all faculties, three principle strategies will be used. These

are summarized in Figure 5.2.

Figure 6.2

Strategies to achieve more even distribution of international students across

the faculties

Program development
Organizational tools

•An international component (international submajor) is developed to be
taken in any course, also engineering, culture, languages. 	 This module is

now elective, but may become compulsory in time. The intention is to force the
faculties to make room so that the students can select this component.
•One person in Faculty of Arts is appointed to Director of International

Look at the packaging of the degree •In business, the students buy an international degree.
programs There is an international sub-major in economics.
-what has Australia that other parts Other courses may be made attractive to international students, for
of the world have not? instance by offering indigenous art as part of creative art.

One way is to specialize in the things only Australia can
offer, or broader, the Southern hemisphere: South Africa after apartheid,
Australia, Southern Asia - what is attractive in this area for students
from others parts of the world? The Southern Hemisphere is
now closer connected by the fact that communication of all
kinds now is easier, they have immigrants from all over the world
(esp. Australia), they can offer other issues, they have economic common
interests.

Better use of existing programs: Offer degree combinations not available in your own country (Law + Creative Arts)
Joint degrees
Source: Interview with Vice-Principal (International) Jim Langridge

The student exchange program offers opportunities for Australian students to study at more

than 30 institutions throughout the USA, Europe, and Asia. Now there are about 80

outgoing students each year. While the University considers that this number of insufficient,

its record on this is better than most other Australian universities.

The only overseas campus of the University is the campus in Dubai, which is owned by

ITC. Dubai thus is an "independent" campus, which is managed through a company with its
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own board under the ITC-umbrella. The company sub-contracts the faculties to do the

teaching. Cost, risk and income is the company's responsibility.

UOW has established links with over 70 overseas institutions. In 1996, international

consultancy projects were negotiated with AusAID, the Asian Development Bank and the

World Bank. Educational training programs were designed for Pakistan in nursing and the

Maldives Education.

Change in student mix expected by the year 2005 compared to 1996 is set out in Table 5.6.

Table 6.6

Student mix in 1996 and expected in 2005

Activity 1996 2005
Undergraduate enrolments 79% 71%
Postgraduate coursework 14% 18%
Postgraduate research 7% 11%
DEETYA funded load 81% 70%
International 19% 26%
Other postgraduate fee-paying 4%
Source: Strategic plan 1996 - 2005

Sources of income are expected to change, so that whereas fees from international students in

1996 represented 12 per cent of the University income, in 2005 it will represent 17 per cent.

A considerable increase in fees from postgraduate students is expected. Accordingly, targets

have been set for each faculty. As outlined above, the funding of this activity will be

dependent upon achievements.

Senior staff sees many advantages in the recruitment of international students. According to

one staff member, international students at different levels contribute in different ways:

• At the postgraduate level, students are often people in the middle of their careers. This

may give access into other countries, lead to research links, and perhaps to linkage
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building. This is important for Wollongong, which has a strong focus on research. The

focus on internationalization and research makes UOW different from other regional

universities, for example, the University of Newcastle. Through international activity,

UOW has become a major player in a global system.

• Enrolment of undergraduates from overseas may lead to a broadening of the perspective

of students and staff. Politically one can notice that especially young people protest

against the attitudes of the political party One Nation.

An illustration of the first may be the fact that the Minister for Education in Singapore is a

graduate of the University of Southern Australia, and positions of similar importance are

filled by graduates from Australia universities in several Asian countries.

Organization of the international program

Administration

The current strategic plan has no single chapter or section called internationalization, or with

internationalization as the only subject. Still, the plan gives a strong impression of

commitment to internationalization, especially when it comes to the goal of recruiting

overseas students; the benefits to be derived from internationalization for Australian students,

staff and the university as a whole. The fact that UOW does not have an international office

as do many other Australian universities supports the view that internationalization at UOW

is not an additional activity, but an integral part of all activity. Thorough performance

measures have been set in place to ensure a strong commitment to internationalization across

all sections and units.

Administration of the international student program is built into the ordinary student

administration, including promotion, recruitment, admission procedures, student support.

UOW had an international office for almost 10 years from 1989. The decision to abandon it
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was taken in mid 1997, with the new system coming into operation on 1 January 1998.

According to Vice Principal (International) Jim Langridge, this innovation so far is working

well (Jim Langridge has a double position of Vice-Principal (International) and Director of

ITS). UniAdvice is the sub-unit under ITC with responsibility for recruitment of all national

and international students to UOW. Responsibility for all student recruitment and support at

UOW can be summed up as follows:

• ITC through Uni-advice has the responsibility to get students on campus

• Academic and ordinary administration and support services have the

responsibility for the students after arrival on campus.

ITC has two "arms", Uni-Advice and other activities. Uni-Advice has a number of the

responsibilities that international offices traditionally have. But its focus is both fee-paying

national and international students, and both undergraduate and post-graduate students. The

organization makes no distinction between how it deals with international students and

domestic students. There is one set of standards regardless who you are. Uni-Advice aims

to develop and improve its already customer-friendly approach. Access to information

through traditional and new media, and in several languages has priority. The following table

shows the organization of ITC with focus on its international activity.

Figure 6.3

Organization of ITC with focus on its international activity

ITC (Director Jim Langridge)
UniAdvice (20 staff) Other divisions under ITC that has

importance for internationalization at UOW

•	 Marketing - is directed to
,
•	 Business Development Unit (BDU). Through the BDU,

•	 individual fee-paying students 1.	 UOW bid for contracts from AusAID, World Bank

•	 customers of educational projects as the result and Asia Development Bank in competition with universities

of special contracts with the World Bank, who worldwide.

finances these projects, to train groups of 2. Manages all AusAID Student Scholarships.

professionals in certain countries •	 Wollongong International College has

(for example nurses). This activity is not large. campuses in Wollongong and Sydney, and offers

•	 Recruitment/admissions: professional development courses, University Entrance

UniAdvice processes all international Diploma (foundation course), Advanced Diploma

admissions, but decisions of enrolment are Courses, English Language courses, fellowship

taken in the faculties placements and customized courses.

•	 Alumni
• Study abroad

•UOW Dubai Campus manages the Dubai
campus with 300 students in 1998.

•	 International relations
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The University's International Committee

The University's International Committee (UIC) is one of the three major advisory

committees under the Council, and gives guidelines for international links and offshore

campuses. UIC has the responsibility for policy development for internationalization. It

consists of a Chairperson, five ex-officio members, two members elected by and from the

Senate, three students members, and nine Faculty members. The Pro-Vice-Chancellor

(Research and International) has been Chair and has responsibility for both policy and the

academic side of international activity. However, following the resignation of the current

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and International) a new Pro Vice-Chancellor (International)

has been appointed, indicating a further strengthening of the commitment to

internationalization.

According to the former Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and International) the intention with

the establishment of the International Committee was to bring together academics and people

at the International Office. This has worked well with improved communication. The

Committee is also involved in circulation of information on best practice. The general

committee brief is to promote internationalization by several activities, as illustrated in the

following table.

Figure 6.4 - UIC's areas of responsibility

partnerships Identify and focus on the active ones. Prioritize. Make them known
among the staff, create higher awareness about the links and the use
of them among the staff. 	 University, faculty and departments have
links, a policy for each type.

internationalize the teaching and learning, In the committee there is a sharing of the best practice on the campus.
including the curriculum The idea is encouragement, results are not measured. Staff are made aware

of other faculties' practice:
the Faculty of Creative Arts developed a unit for international students
which became popular among Australians;
the Asian studies program is designed to suit international students and
across the University there are attempts to increase the awareness of the
contents of courses, and the need to make them more international in foci

students exchange both ways A committee publishes possibilities and distributes $80,000 as grants to
outgoing students.

twinning arrangements and articulation Documented twinning arrangements with Malaysia, Singapore,
agreements Hong Kong, Taiwan, Indonesia. Agreements are detailed and explicit,

and the committee has been a driving force to achieve the improvements.
Source: Jim Langridge
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In 1997, the UIC developed a Strategic Plan concentrated on

• students recruitment

• strategic alliances with overseas institutions

• international students: techniques for teaching and learning

A database of international links has been developed with thorough information about the

nature of the various links. Strategies for improvement are seen as a key area.

The organization of international activities at UOW may seem a somewhat messy at the first

glance, but the structure works well. There is a high level of cooperation between all those

involved and UOW had always has always been less concerned about structure than

outcomes, according to officials at UOW. The borderline to the commercial parts is neither a

problem nor an obstacle to planning, especially as the faculties have a commercial interest in

internationalization.

Marketing and Alumni

The UOW marketing stresses "quality of education, lifestyle, and environment' in University

brochures prepared for international applicants in 1998. The variety of recreation and leisure

activities in and around Wollongong are highlighted, while stress is given to the relatively

low costs of tuition and living (cheaper than the big city universities), the proximity of

Wollongong to Sydney, and the good communications. Advanced level research, the

systematic approach to course development and the innovative attitudes to course delivery are

used to promote the university, as is the possibility to undertake double degrees.

However, some influential members of the University fear that UOW has recently lost

ground as a result of the recent commercializing of the marketing function into UniAdvice.

Experienced University staff in international marketing did not wish to move to a privatized
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entity and so inexperienced staff took their place. The recent Asian currency crisis is another

reason for concern. While UOW has not been as exposed to the crisis as some others

universities, still the crisis has made the University more cautious.

Senior staff favor a better coordinated approach to the marketing of Australian universities

and consider the model of Canada might be followed. National coordination has also been

thought to have failed in the area of accreditation of courses. The accreditation problem

springs from divided responsibility in Australia between federal and state governments and

the fact that in many professional areas professional bodies have the final decision when it

comes to approval of courses. Few national attempts have been undertaken to obtain

recognition for Australian courses in other countries, or even in single institutions overseas.

Articulation agreements (accreditation for each course in one country) are one step, but these

must be made by each institution.

In addition to traditional marketing, UOW tries to use alumni contacts to promote itself. In

1992 it planned to establish an international network of active alumni chapters which would

be a resource for the benefit of both alumni members and the University. Through the

Alumni Association, graduates might be able to maintain contact with each other and with the

University. This organization is now established and the Alumni Officer has been in place

for six months. She came from a similar position at USQ, where she worked for five years.

After this short time at UOW, she sees some important differences between the approach of

the two universities to internationalization:

• USQ had a focus on internationalization in its alumni activities. UOW has until now put

weight on national alumni.

• In UOW, responsibility for internationalization is dispersed. She sees the need for more

coordination at UOW. On the other hand, communication lines are very open, and there

is a flexible hierarchy.
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To work with international students, demands patience, with both students and parents who

make major investments. The Alumni Officer considers that international alumni are more

eager to keep in contact with their University than are national students. The bonds to

Australia through years in higher education are very strong. Some have problems adapting

on their return to their home country. To live in South East Asia may be problematic

because of pollution, dense population and unemployment among graduates. However,

there has been no systematic survey undertaken at UOW to examine employment rate etc.

among international graduates.

At UOW the Alumni Officer works with alumni in different ways. An alumni magazine is

mailed twice a year to all alumni. Alumni are addressed directly with promotional material

while the Alumni Office stays in contact with alumni by travel and functions held overseas.

Graduation ceremonies with alumni dinners are arranged. There is, for example, an alumni

committee in Hong Kong, which arranges a functions program for the 600 UOW graduates

there. She stays in contact with the president of the alumni association. UOW tries to get the

assistance of graduates to help promote the University at fairs overseas, especially in

Thailand, as they know the language and local culture. A successful agent in Thailand is one

of UOW's own graduates. So far there has been no survey about how many students were

recruited through general contacts with alumni.

The UOW Alumni Office wonders if the international office and external relations staff at

UOW understand the importance of using international graduates in promotion. There is, for

example, little funding for mailings to graduates overseas. At UOW, the international area

seems to be understaffed, compared to USQ. At USQ overseas students are not only

business, but the institutional attitude is one of really caring for international students. The

international education centre at USQ is run well, responsibilities are clearly defined, and the

University's clear commitment is to make the experience for the international student a good

one. Recruitment of postgraduates both internally and externally is important.



Distance Education

Officials at UOW state clearly that the University is not a distance education institution. The

primary aim of UOW is to recruit on-campus students, both national and international. In

spite of that, UOW is a university that strongly emphasizes the development and use of

modern technology. It has for years been involved in distance education. At the beginning of

the 1990s, UOW played an important role in the establishment of the Professional and

Graduate (PAGE) Consortium, which was established for the development of Distance

Education by television. It started as collaboration between twelve Australian universities

(now there are eight left) and the Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) network. The

production unit was located to Wollongong. As a start, UOW won A$3 million from the

Commonwealth Government for development but much more was spent in the establishment

of a TV-studio, with equipment to make broadcast television. This was at the time when

Open Learning Australia was established, with a government grant of $51 million. The

target groups are those who want to improve their professional skills, and postgraduate

students.

A more recent development is the investment in the Centre for Educational Development and

Interactive Resources (CEDIR), a unit with the mission to enhance the quality of education

for Wollongong students and graduates, no matter in the world they choose to study. CEDIR

is the result of a 1997 merger of the former Educational Media Services and Academic

Development. Services. The Objective of CEDIR is "to assist and develop university

teachers to enhance the quality of education for Wollongong graduates, no matter where in

the world they choose to study" (brochure CEDIR). The Centre provides services within

video production, flexible delivery, audiovisual services, interactive multimedia, educational

development, electronic publishing. One important part of their activity is "putting the pieces

together". CEDIR was established as a self-funded unit. Only in the last two years has

218
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CEDIR been gradually supported with University positions, although is still 50% self-

funded.

A number of key staff argue that the technological and knowledge elements that already exist

in different parts of the University should be made available to all that wants to deliver a

better product. The activities in which the new Centre was involved attracted considerable

increase in governmental funding. The establishment of the Centre can be seen as an answer

to new environmental demands on a University, in terms of its ability to change and develop

efficient organizational tools to be able to take opportunities. CEDIR has the following goals:

• to enhance the satisfaction of both staff and students with the educational process

• to support faculties and staff of academic units in planning, developing, implementing and

evaluating effective learning experiences and resources

• to assist clients (faculty, units, education committees) to define and clarify their own

educational issues and problems, and to consult or collaborate in developing collaborative

solutions

• a major focus is techniques and technologies for Flexible delivery

The Action and Learning team is the group behind the development of CEDIR hitherto. This

group works across various departments that did not communicate before. Membership is

flexible and people may come and go. All work is done in project teams. It is a considerable

advantage that UOW has had a long history of centralized services in production of materials

and students services.

The staff development purpose is an important part of the activity for CEDIR. A special

project aimed to further this aspect has recently been funded. This project referred to as

LEAD (Leading and Evaluating Advancements in Delivery) is a staff development activity

intended to focus on curriculum delivery challenges for academic staff who are invited to
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propose projects. The outcome will be enhanced understanding of the nature of flexible

delivery, increased ability to lead and participate in teams, and targeted improvements in

resources of infrastructure, providing a flexible learning environment for students.

CEDIR is organized in specialized units that come together in project groups:

Director

Educational development Deputy
director

Interactive

resources 

Flexible
delivery

Staff
development

Teaching
evaluation

Impart
CMC

Audiovisual
Prod. and
Services

Electronic
Publishing

Interactive
Multimedia
Production

Diagram 6.2

Organizational Chart for CEDIR

The organization seems to have much of the same function and offers much the same

services as the Distance Education Centre at USQ. It is based on the same ideas of

cooperation and team approach in its work. But CEDIR is not directed to the external student

market as the case is at USQ. However, one of CEDIR' s goals of a major focus on

techniques and technologies for flexible delivery, as well as statements made in interviews

with some of UOW officials, reveals that there is some disagreement in the University about

further development. The development money allocated to CEDIR was granted to develop

teaching methods and technology to serve the "virtual campuses" which have been

established in Nowra, Bateman's Bay and Bega. These are slowly growing undergraduate

campuses, which will depend on distance education material and techniques.

The Director of CEDIR considers that the systematic efforts of the University to go into the

technology of distance education stem from the previous Vice-Chancellor Ken McKinnon,

but comments that many other universities have had years of experience in distance
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education. Some five years ago external studies was deregulated in Australia and McKinnon

realized that there would be little more growth with on-campus students and that the main

growth in the future with come with distance education. He saw the likely importance for the

future of computer-assisted learning and set up a learning group to develop the concept.

According to the current Director, the main challenges for development of distance education

at UOW are staff development and cultural learning. These challenges will be overcome

partly through courses and cooperation in development projects but the main tool for cultural

learning will be the Faculty Education Committees that meet regularly to discuss and evaluate

courses. Staff from CEDIR now participates in meetings. While academics tend to distrust

central bodies and their staffs, early responses have been positive.

The development funds for flexible learning clearly were allocated for the campuses on the

south coast rather than for international students. Distance education is still a minor activity at

UOW and external students are found only in very small groups in some contract

arrangements overseas. UOW does not recruit individual international external students. On

the other side, some senior staff point out that the policy not to offer external courses for

international students is related to actual protocols and they see the advantages of the

University of increased involvement in distance education and flexible delivery, especially on

a selective basis. The former Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research and International) favored the

University offering more courses externally to international students, but not all members of

the senior management group take this view.

Moreover, while key infrastructure is in place, this may not be sufficient to support large

numbers of students. Development of courses in flexible delivery is necessary - and costly.

The Vice-Chancellor has the vision that 25% of undergraduate subjects should be developed

for delivery by multimedia, but so far no timeline for this vision has been set. Funding is the

main constraint in moving quickly towards this objective. However, there has been
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substantial investment in CEDER that in the end may prove important and result in flexible

delivery being an important aspect of the University's longer term development.

USQ has a Distance Education Centre, but puts little weight on staff development. UNE has

the facilities and was strong in distance education for many years, and now has put major

emphasis on staff development. But UNE has not gone far in embracing technology. The

history for distance education at UOW is short and UOW has 90% on-campus students.

McKinnon saw the significance of technology to support postgraduate students in their

external studies. UOW was one of the first computerized universities and developed the

policy to make all students computer literate. Moreover, the contracts for new UOW

academic staff include the obligation to develop distance education material if required. UOW

has a future direction, an academic staff with an entrepreneurial spirit, and it is not held back

by tradition. UOW is located more strategically. UNE knew things happened, but did not

want to know. UOW has seized another opportunity.

Assessment of UOW

The University's technological background appears to have marked the institution in a

positive way, especially in its willingness to adapt to change, in the early use of technology,

and in its efforts to achieve quality within education and research. UOW seems to be

determined to do what its does well but not by increasing student numbers at any cost or by

exploiting any possibility; to keep close industry connections; and to stay on the cutting edge

of technological development. Its policy not to offer external courses to individual

undergraduate national and international students, in spite of the fact the technological and

teaching support exist, is a consequence of a voluntary limitation. Officials at UOW give one

main reason for not exploiting this source of income, and this is that they are not sure that the

quality of outcomes of external studies are as high as those of on-campus study.
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About 20% of the students enrolled at UOW are international. The University early engaged

in recruiting subsidized students from other countries. Because of its location in one of the

most popular areas for immigrants in the post-war time, UOW early met the challenges of

multi-culturality, and this appears to have worked to its advantage when internationalization

became popular for Australian universities. Of the three case study universities, UOW seems

to be most conscious of the importance of building cross-cultural and international

dimensions into courses and the University community at every level, and has strategies in

place to achieve this. When the new budgeting model reaches phase 2, it will become a very

powerful tool to force faculties to work seriously to fulfill institutional goals. Traditionally

UOW has had tight connections to industry and commercial life. A tradition of networking

has led to a variety of international partners within education and research. The institution is

active in bids for projects overseas, financed by the World Bank, the Asian Development

Bank and other external sources of funding. The forceful tool for such bids is the ITC,

which for many years has been the commercial arm of the university. ITC is also

increasingly used for key aspects of University activity, including marketing and promotion,

and international recruitment. This out-sourcing is quite new and evaluation in time will

show whether or not it has been successful.

There are, however, areas for concern. UOW is worried about the uneven distribution of

international students in the various faculties. Like many Australian universities, most of its

international students are in the business and commerce area. Strategies to achieve a better

balance are being developed and implemented, and efforts are being made to assist faculties

in other areas. A new and Director of Internationalization has been appointed from the

Faculty of Arts, one of the faculties with a low proportion of international students and there

is a strong belief that it is possible to increase the number of international students in this

faculty. This effort is based on the notion that the courses of this faculty can give

international students something that they cannot get in any country or part of the world.
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Recruitment of postgraduate international students has achieved limited success. Despite the

goal in different plans to increase the numbers of national and international postgraduate

students, progress has been slow. As a University promoting itself strongly as a research

university, this is disappointing. This may be the reason why the recently established centre

for distance education, CEDIR, has postgraduate students as one target for their services,

along with the students who will access services provided by the "virtual campuses" on the

South-Coast, which can be characterized as an experiment with modified distance education

at undergraduate level. The alumni officer points to an important difference in her

responsibilities at UOW compared to her earlier work in a similar position at USQ. At USQ

she was required to work actively to recruit postgraduate international students, whereas at

UOW neither recruitment nor international students are priorities of the Alumni Board. With

the considerable numbers of international UOW graduates, it might be wise for UOW to

consider further how to get the most out of the alumni work. From an institution with more

commercialized attitudes and practices than my other case study universities, this might be

expected.

The organization of the international activity at UOW seems somewhat experimental but, as

one official says, it works. He commented that no organizational map lasts more than a

couple of years at UOW, so that failures may easily be corrected. But the signals from other

officials perhaps need to be heard, such as when experienced marketing people were given

other tasks when marketing and recruitment became the responsibility of ITC. It was also

suggested that planning might be obstructed by the fact that the commercial enterprise runs

such a great part of the international activity.

The early adoption of strategic planning at UOW is one of the explanations for the

institution's success with internationalization. UOW is still at the cutting edge when it comes

to the planning process, with its recently implemented performance based funding system,

which in short time will tie budgeting to fulfillment of objectives in the strategic plan.

However, for such a planning oriented institution some details appear somewhat strange.
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One is the ambivalence when it comes to CEDIR and flexible delivery. On the surface,

CEDIR seems to be set up to support the "virtual campuses" with technology and advanced

teaching methods. Development of staff for advanced course development and project skills

is another pillar in this building of competence. Entrance into to the market of external

courses for full-fee paying international students must be tempting. But officials are very

firm that such as development would not be in line with the institutional policy at UOW,

where on-campus studies are regarded as the most rewarding for students. With the

challenges of the Asian crisis and increased competition for on-campus students, one may

expect that this potential for stable or increasing enrolment of international student will be

exploited in the future. The infrastructure and teaching skills are already there.

The officials at UOW are careful with their use of the word globalisation. They comment

that, of course, their focus is global but they do not express any feelings for the concept,

neither positive nor negative, although review of the institution's actual strategies and

activities suggests that a global attitude appears to have been internalized. The development

of an international module that can be taken in every course and the development of courses

that emphasize the differences between Australia and its neighbors in the Southern

hemisphere compared to the northern and western parts of the world, seem to be

consequences a global attitude. Globalisation has no meaning if it does not focus on

differences and at the same time further understanding and acceptance.



Chapter 7

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND

Introduction

This case study deals with the University of Southern Queensland (USQ), which is located

at Toowoomba on the Darling Downs of Queensland, some 100 km west of Brisbane. This

University has been highly successful in its international efforts both with respect to on-

campus and off-shore enrolments. In summary, its success may be attributed to its

institutional culture, utilizing its considerable strength and capacity in distance education

to offer high quality courses off-shore together with appropriate student support, strong

and consistent leadership, effective long-term planning, and well-developed administrative

and student support systems. Further, USQ has shown impressive willingness to

continually explore new markets, adapt to new Government policies, and to changing

market situations in overseas countries.

Background

The current University of Southern Queensland was established in 1989 as a

University College, based on the former Darling Downs Institute of Advanced

Education (DDAIE) which in turn was developed from an early technical college

institution. Throughout the 1950s community groups in southern Queensland lobbied

strenuously for a university to be established in Toowoomba. Their efforts did not

meet with immediate success, but following the establishment of the advanced

education sector in the mid 1960s by the Commonwealth Government a new non-

university institution was established in Toowoomba, first as a branch of a multi-

campus Queensland Institute of Technology and then in 1976 as the Darling Downs

Institute of Advanced Education under the control of its own governing body.
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Following the reforms of the late 1980s initiated by Mr. John Dawkins as

Commonwealth Minister for Employment, Education and Training, which led to the

abolition of the former 'binary system', the DDIAE applied to the State Government

to be awarded university status. The Government in turn appointed an advisory

committee to examine whether the institution had the capacity to achieve the academic

level required to become independent university. The committee reported favorably

and recommended that the DDIAE should achieve university status after a relatively

short transition period under the sponsorship of University of Queensland (UQ),

which would guide its evolution from a college of advanced education into a university.

The University of Southern Queensland Act 1989, dated 13 October 1989, provided

the legal framework as well as the plan for the new university's development through

a transition period. A Panel of Visitors, made up of three experienced professors, was

appointed to assist the university in its development towards full university status. A

major effort during the transition period was the 'process of upgrading the College's

Educational Profile, particularly in respect of research capacity and performance'

(Letter from the UQ dated 5 July 1989, quoted from Clarke and Hilton). Similarly in

other former colleges of advanced education major attention was given to

organizational structures and strengthening research capacity.

Once it was appointed the University's first Council immediately took steps in 1989

to review the academic program, which led to re-accreditation of most courses and

modification of courses so that the normal student full-time load consisted of eight

units per year. From Semester 1 of 1990 all students were enrolled under the new

course arrangements. Some senior staff were re-designated as professors following

individual reviews and additional external appointments at senior levels were made.

After the Panel's visit in April 1990, it recommended a transition period and that

... professors should be appointed to provide academic leadership; a more
collegial approach to academic decision-making should be adopted; the
status and composition of the Academic Board should be changed to reflect
the role of a premier academic forum in a university rather than in a
college; priority attention should be given to the development of a research
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ethos and appropriate strategies for the organization of research activity;
and additional resources should be provided to ensure that the library
could support research, including the growing higher degree program
(Clarke and Hilton 1992, p. 4).

Other recommendations concerned academic programs, governance and management,

and the allocation of resources to student support activities including the University

Library.

The director of the former DDIAE, Dr. L. J. Barker, was in 1989 appointed the first

Vice-Chancellor for a brief interim period and appointments were also made to the

new positions of Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Academic and

Research), Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Learning Services) and Director (Administration).

Barker was followed briefly as Interim Vice-Chancellor by Professor T. J. Ledwidge

while Emeritus Professor R.B. Leal was appointed as the first regular Vice-Chancellor

in 1992 when the institution achieved full university status.

By 1997 the University had a total of almost 16,000 students with a student load of

9,706 EFTSU. One of the great strengths of the institution is its work in distance

education where it is regarded as one of the leaders in the higher education sector.

There has been a steady growth in student numbers since the independence, as

indicated in Table 6.1.

Table 7.1
Student Enrolments at the University of Southern Queensland, in 1992 and

1998

Year Internal External Total

1992 4572 7834 12406

1998 5051 14.157 19208

Source: DEETYA: Selected Higher Education Students Statistics. 1998: Malcolm McKay
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While the former DDIAE was not strong in research it had a strong record in teaching

and distance education. Following the new focus on research development, a number

of new professors and other senior staff were appointed, but not all made as smooth

transition to what had been formerly an advanced education institution. Historically

the strengths of the former DDIAE had been in agriculture, rural studies, land

surveying, land administration and professional consultancy.

The transition from college to university had some painful aspects for the institution

and at times longer serving members wondered whether the effort had been

worthwhile. Also at times there was considerable confusion about the institution's

new status as a University, especially related to efforts to model the institution on the

old established universities.

The University of Southern Queensland Today

Student Enrolments

Today the University is a strong regional university with strengths in a range of

different disciplinary areas particularly business, management, education, and

engineering. Table 6.2 provides information on 1996 enrolments for level of courses

and type of enrolment.

Table 7.2

Student Enrolments at the University of Southern Queensland in 1996 by

Course Level and Type of Enrolment

Course Full-time Part-time External Total

Doctoral 35 21 19 75

Masters degrees 31 48 951 1030

Graduate diplomas and certificates 81 33 1343 1457
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Bachelor degrees 3611 819 8762 13192

Other awarding 57 22 559 638

Total  3815 943 11634 16392

Non-awarding 17 94 987 1098

Total enrolled students 3851 1053 12954 17858

Source: USQ Annual Report 1996

USQ currently has a total staff of some 1400, 50 per cent of whom hold academic

appointments. It has relatively small classes for internal teaching; in fact, the

institution has the most favorable student/staff ratios in Australia. Some 72 per cent

of students study by the distance mode. Postgraduate enrolments have increased

substantially the recent years, and constitute now about 15 per cent of the total

student numbers. The University's record is strong with respect to placement of

graduates in jobs with its graduates in full employment increasing by 13 per cent

between 1992 and 1995.

Leadership and Organization

Changes in the leadership structure have been ongoing since the new university was

established, but these appear to be more gradual adaptations to the changing

environment with consequences for internal work loads, rather than the results of

dramatic strategic considerations and efforts. Some of the main changes have been as

follows:

• Restructuring of University Management was already initiated by Barry Leal as he

commenced as Vice-Chancellor in 1991. The Council then approved of the creation

of the positions of Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) and Deputy Vice-

Chancellor (Services), Registrar and Bursar.

• From 1994, there were added the positions of Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Research and

Higher Degrees) and Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Development). With the appointment of
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two Pro-Vice-Chancellors, only one Deputy Vice-Chancellor was seen as

necessary, and with no specified responsibility following the title.

• At the end of 1996, the USQ Council appointed Professor Peter Swannell as Vice-

Chancellor and Professor Malcolm McKay as Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research

and Advancement). Later Mr. Steve Tanzer from the Research Branch of DEETYA

was appointed to fill a vacancy as Registrar.

The University has been fortunate to have had considerable stability and continuity

amongst the senior management team.

The Council is the governing body of the university, with full responsibility for staff,

activity, assets, and finances. The Council with a number of governance committees

while the Vice-Chancellor is advised by a number of management committees. The

current governance and management structure is schematically illustrated below in

Diagram 6.1, including the distribution of responsibility for the university's main

activities

Pcademic Board 	 Coundl

Vice-Chancelor

I	 I	 1	 I	 I
DeputyVice-Chancellor	 Deputy Vice-Chancellor 	 Registrar	 Bursar

(Acadenic)	 (Research and Adlancement)

DEC
Faculties
IT-Centre
KumbarVNgurpai Lag
Library
OPACS
Staff Dev. Centre

Alumni Association	 EQO
IEC	 Legal Offim
Marketing&PR	 Personne
Office dResearch	 Residertial Coleges
Remote Campus&	 Secretariat

Facilites	 Student Adm
University Dev. 	 Student Sevices
Office
Wide BayCampus

Buildings and ficilities
Finance
USQ Bookshop
OSQ Ress

Diagram 7.1

Organization Diagram for the University of Southern Queensland
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Planning

The planning process is three tiered. A new Program Structure for use in planning and

reporting was approved by the Vice-Chancellor in May 1996. It provides a common

basis for planning, evaluation, and review, and is based on a categorization of the

outcomes of major areas of activity. The new planning procedures aim to involve as

many staff as possible, to encourage ownership of the plans, and greater sense of

community.

Each year since 1994 an Operational and Resource Management Plan has been issued.

The current Strategic Plan is for the years 1998-2002 and its vision, mission and goals

are as follows:

The University vision is

• to be highly regarded for excellence in teaching;

• to be a leader in distance and international education;

• to pursue high-level scholarship and research;

• to be sensitive and responsive to regional and community needs.

The University's mission emphasizes responsibility for the individual and the society

in an knowledge-context:

The USQ exists in an educational community committed to the pursuit of
excellence in teaching and research, to the encouragement of intellectual
integrity and social responsibility, and to the promotion of professional
competence. This educational community is committed to the nurture of the
individual potential of each person and the collective potential of the whole.

The University Mission leads to a number of goals, of which some have special

relevance for the commitment to internationalization activities:

1. To provide teaching programs of recognized excellence in selected areas of study,

such provision to involve various modes of internal and external study to ensure

the effective delivery of teaching programs to a wide range of students ...
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2. To promote access to high quality tertiary education, and to remove barriers to

participation ...

3. To encourage cultural understanding and sensitivity within Australian society.

Internationalization

Beginnings and Early Developments

Already in the mid 1980s, DDIEA was active in several Asian countries recruiting fee-

paying students. While it competed in these efforts against other colleges of advanced

education and even major universities, it did not imitate the efforts of others but rather

took a distinctively different path building on its strengths in distance education. It

was fortunate to have had a leader in Lindsay Barker, who not only supported

strongly the institution's international activity but saw the potential in substantial

income generation.

In 1985 the Queensland Cabinet approved an application from the Council of DDIAE

to offer full fee external courses in Hong Kong. The first 25 students were enrolled in

the Bachelor of Business in Semester 2 1985. This happened under the direction of the

Hong Kong Government, and in cooperation with the Chinese University of Hong

Kong and another local organization, Media Education Services. This partnership

with Hong Kong institutions resulted because Hong Kong required that foreign

universities that wished to offer external studies in Hong Kong must secure approval

and must operate through so-called UPGC members, i.e. institutions funded by the

Hong Kong Universities and Polytechnics Grant Commission.

The DDIAE program soon became successful with about 100 student being enrolled

per semester, but there were continuing problems with the cooperation of the

partners. Media Education Services finally left the partnership and went into

cooperation with Monash University offering a similar course. About the same time
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the Hong Kong Open Learning Institute was established. Because of the increasing

competition for students in Hong Kong, the USQ student numbers in Hong Kong

decreased by almost 50 per cent. Hence, in 1991 USQ approached Lingnam College,

which had recently become a UPGC Member, with the aim to entering into a

cooperative agreement to offer the USQ Bachelor of Business degree. The approach

was a successful and USQ has regained its market share.

In 1985, the Queensland Government authorities approved a similar arrangement for

Malaysia and 50 Bachelor of Business students were enrolled, a year after the

enrolment of the first Hong Kong cohort. Because of the preferences of the Malaysian

Government authorities, the Malaysian development was in cooperation with

Information Resources Incorporated, a Malaysian Company. This company set up a

program, the Higher Education Learning Program (HELP), that aimed to help people in

Malaysia obtain higher education at a price they could afford. The special strength of

this organization was its links to and cooperation with different public and private

organizations, which were well connected in higher education in Malaysia. The

underlying aim of the leaders of HELP was to establish a Chinese University in

Malaysia and to use its cooperation with DDIAE as a step towards achieving this

goal. The activity in Malaysia developed quickly with 150 to 180 full-time students

being enrolled each year. In cooperation with a Singapore based company, the

Informatics Group, the institution in 1990 decided to offer the Bachelor of

Information Technology degree to Malaysian part-time students as a twinning degree

program. The first 40 students were enrolled in 1991 and in 1992 a twinning

agreement was signed with Informatics International to offer the Bachelor of

Engineering degree.

Efforts were made to gain entrance to the Singapore market, first in cooperation with

HELP, but this attempt failed. In cooperation with Informatics International, however,

the efforts succeeded, and by 1991 about 200 students were enrolled in Singapore.

Approaches were also made to work in other countries. In Indonesia USQ recruited by
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building several institutional links, while in China there was limited recruitment to

regular USQ on campus courses. Other developments took place in Thailand while

East Europe and Middle East were seen as promising targets.

In 1991 there still were off-campus programs only in Hong Kong, Singapore and

Malaysia. One important flow-on effect was that these programs has led to increased

recruitment of on-campus students to Toowoomba. According to an official

University report, the 'enrolment of on-campus students in Hong Kong is largely an

offshoot of the distance education program' (Review 1991). It was calculated in 1991

that 50 qualified MBA students from Hong Kong could be recruited for on-campus

studies in Toowoomba each year. The University's international student numbers had

by then reached 800 off-campus and 300 on-campus overseas students, drawn from

28 different countries.

The promotion of the special niche product offered by USQ was not achieved with

the help of Australian national advertising bodies, but rather the University was a solo

player aiming to create its own image. Even though its efforts were not popular among

the other Australian universities, USQ saw it as being necessary to handle its

international activities in its own way. In new countries, two senior experienced staff

were sent in to examine the market. If these examinations were promising, a staff

member was appointed as the 'country specialist', and worked towards identifying and

recruiting partners in the particular country. Each year those countries where USQ had

an interest were visited two or three times, preferably by the same persons. During

these visits, the main recruitment efforts were undertaken. In addition, three teaching

staff visited Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia for a period of one week three times

a year, during which time residential schools were held at the campuses of partner

institutions.

The Faculties through the Deans were responsible for the international teaching

programs, in cooperation with the International Education Centre (IEC). The IEC
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reported to the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Learning Services) and IEC was advised by the

International Program Consultative Committee, which was a sub-committee of the

Vice-Chancellor's Committee.

In the International Program Plan of 1991, the University identified a strategy to target

"those people who could not afford to travel overseas to study and either could not get

entry into a local university or wanted an overseas qualification". This was a

conscious choice, recognizing that USQ could not compete with the large universities

in Australia, UK and USA. USQ recognised that it must rely on its "growing

reputation, the standard of its instructional materials and the infrastructure it has built

up to support both on and off campus students" (Edmondson 1991, p 6).

The international activity was based on a mission that recognized the enrolment of

international students could provide additional funds to the University; add a new

cultural dimension to the campus and the region; and be an integral part of the staff

extension program.

In 1991, USQ had the following central objectives for internationalization:

• build a stable offshore full fee paying overseas student program

• recruit students into English language and preparatory studies programs

• recruit students into relevant undergraduate and postgraduate courses

• achieve a maximum enrolment of on-campus students equal to ten percent of

Australian on-campus enrolments.

• achieve a maximum of on thousand fee paying distance education students

• establish and maintain an financially and logistically sound base in Hong Kong,

Singapore and Malaysia before expanding into other countries

• expand at a maximum rate of one country a year.
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The objectives stated a will and determination to expand the program, but identified

some obstacles to further development:

The biggest problem the University faces with the intentional program is
that it does not have a unified corporate strategy. There is no clear-cut
commitment from some schools, nor a guarantee of which courses they
intend to offer and numbers they will allow in (Edmondsen p 6)

Commitment was needed from all the faculties, and it was recognized that an

institutional strategy was necessary to obtain success within internationalization.

The new university got a flying start within internationalization, thanks to the

foresighted internationalization policy of the former DDIAE, but its international

program was based on complex relationships with institutions and governments in a

number of countries, with different culture and regulations. The benefits, however

were obvious. The income from the international program was in 1986 was $250,000,

in 1991 it was about $4,5 m. In 1991, $2 m went back to IEC to be used for agents'

fees, payments to cooperating institutions and governments, teaching materials,

transport, communications and advertising. A sum of $2,5M went to the capital fund

of USQ and to the schools.

The International Program Today

In its 1992 planning documents, USQ projected that in 1998 it would have 14036

HECS based students (8726 EFTSU) and 14619 (9084 EFTSU) fee-paying students.

But by 1998 the University had 15187 domestic students in total, 987 overseas

students on-campus and 3034 overseas students off-campus. A number of domestic

students are fee-paying like all the overseas students, but as a whole it must be

admitted that the objectives set in 1992 were too optimistic. However, the

development of internationalization at the USQ has been impressive and on par with

the most successful Australian Universities. USQ is now the fifth largest institution
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in the higher education system measured by enrolments of international students.

When it comes to external international students studying overseas, USQ is the largest.

The international program now offers an impressive number of courses for delivery by

distance education or on-campus study for international students. In fact, overseas

students have the same options as domestic students. At undergraduate level, 470

units are offered in the distance mode and at postgraduate level 230 units are offered.

Both domestic and international students may study either full-time or part-time.

Generally external students study part-time, except for international students enrolled

in some of the twinning programs. The following table (Table 6.3) shows the different

enrolment categories at USQ in 1998 (overseas on-campus and overseas off-shore

constitutes the total number of international students enrolled).

Table 7.3

Student Enrolments at USQ in 1998

Enrolments Full Time Part Time External Total

Australian 3477 875 10835 15187

Overseas	 on-

campus

431 268 288 987

Overseas off-shore 0 0 3034 3034

Total 3908 1143 14157 19208

Source: Malcolm McKay, statistics 1998, internal paper.

At USQ as at most other universities, the Faculty of Business was dominant major

academic unit in international activity. There has been strong demand for their courses

and they have been able to identify various new opportunities. However, during the

last three years the Faculty of Science has become second largest international

education provider after the Faculty of Business, which is special feature of USQ. The

main part of this increase is in health/psychology courses, for instance, further

education for registered nurses. Psychology has become popular with people who

have degrees in other disciplines, and feel they need some insight in psychology
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(employees in public relations and other professions trying to influence on peoples

minds). These enrolments have not been achieved through overseas teaching/twinning

programs, but rather students in these subjects study on-campus because of

professional requirements and the difficulty in fulfilling these solely by distance

education. Some courses are, in fact, not suited for external studies, because of the

necessity to develop attitudes that the graduates need in future jobs (Interview Geoff

Edmondsen).

The Faculty of Business plays a major role in the University's internationalization

efforts. About 60 per cent of the Faculty's income comes from non-government

sources, with about 70 per cent of this coming from international student fees. The

international market has continued to show strong demand for business and IT-

education courses. However, the quality of the courses is the crucial matter for USQ,

not just student numbers. A southern competing university offered cheap courses and

became a short-lasting success, showing that the market soon makes a judgment on the

quality of courses. The Faculty of Business is ISO certified, being the only Faculty

Business in Australia with such certification. It has achieved high international

student numbers thanks to the quality of their courses and because of innovative

approaches to course delivery.

The same courses are offered by the Faculty of Business in all its markets, both

nationally and internationally. However, when required the Faculty will tailor

packages to suit the customer. For example, the current Malaysian economic situation

led to changes in delivery mode and reduced prices. South Africa has special needs for

price differentiation, with its rich miners and poor public sector, both in need for

continuing education at a price that they can afford. The Faculty teaches groups of

students off-campus only in Singapore and Malaysia. There are classes of 20 and the

teaching is conducted as a combination of residential schools and distance education.

Part-time tutors assist and there is use of video-conferencing.
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Course content may need adjustment in some countries. When it comes to the Asian

countries, these have largely the same business-practices as in Australia, based on

common traditions in Commonwealth countries. Thailand is something of a 'problem'

in that courses are delivered using an agent who teaches the subject of law. Saudi-

Arabia does not have accountancy system similar to that in many European countries.

The Faculty of Business is relatively independent with regard to its international

work. It is in close contact with the IEC and secures approval for new initiatives,

with the Deputy Vice-Chancellor having the final responsibility. The International

Education Committee meets once every month and within the Faculty the Dean and

Professor Keith Cronc meet regularly. The Faculty is the only Faculty with two

representatives on the International Education Committee, because of the scale of its

internationalization activities.

A number of preparatory courses are offered by USQ, including an English Language

Course for Overseas students (ELICOS) through the Language Centre; a UNIPREP

Foundation Studies which prepares students for studies at an Australian university;

and UNIPREP for Postgraduate students. UNIPREP is a thirteen week course for

students whose first language is not English. It consists of four units (Studying at a

University, Communication Processes, English for academic Purposes, and

Mathematics Communication) and aims 'to develop thinking processes and academic

skills which prepare students for university education, while, at the same time,

immersing them in English language' (brochure UNIPREP). The program began in

1988, and since then more than 1000 international students have entered Universities

through UNIPREP. The bulk of UNIPREP students come from Taiwan, Korea and

Hong Kong. UNIPREP for postgraduate students introduces students to research

methodologies and aims to develop communication and other useful skills for the

study situation. The course lasts one semester and consists of three units (Study and

Living Skills, Communication Skills, and Introduction to Research Skills).
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The international program also embraces the Study Abroad Program, which gives

international students from all over the world the opportunity to take one or two

semesters at USQ as part of their studies. The system is based on reciprocal

recognition of credits from the involved institutions. Classes are taught only in

English, and entry requirements in English must be met. Tuition fees are charged.

Australian students have the opportunity to study in another country under this

arrangement.

A flagship in the crossroads between internationalization and distance education was

launched in 1996, when a graduate Certificate in Open and Distance Learning was

offered for the first time. This course is totally Internet based from promotion and

application procedures to teaching and the submission of assignments. It has

attracted students from all over the world. The course was developed as a project,

with team members from the Distance Education Centre, the Faculty of Education, the

Library, Information Technology Services, and Student Administration.

International Students

The efforts of the University to be less dependent upon the programs in Hong Kong,

Malaysia and Singapore seem to have been successful. In its annual report for 1996

the University reported that the continuing growth of the international program has

been accompanied by planned geographical diversification and broadening of Faculty

involvement. International activities have spread to Eastern and Southern Africa.

(including Zimbabwe and in South Africa) and the Gulf States (including Abu Dhabi,

Sharjah, Saudi Arabia and Oman). However, the bulk of international students still

come from Malaysia, Hong Kong and Singapore. Table 6.4 shows the distribution of

the on-campus international students by country of origin.
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Table 7.4

USQ International Students by Country of Origin

Australia 51
Bangladesh 6
China 10
Fiji 26
France 5
Hong Kong 57
India 11
Indian	 Ocean 5
Countries
Indonesia 3 2
Japan 60
Malaysia 432
North Korea 16
Papua New Guinea 26
Singapore 110
Solomon Islands 7
Taiwan 39
Thailand 17
United Arab Emirates 10

In addition, the following countries had 1 to 4 representatives on-campus: Brunei 1,

Bulgaria 1, Burma 1, Finland 1, Germany 2, Ireland 2, Kenya 3, Laos 1, Macao 1,

Mauritania 1, New Zealand 1, Norway 1, Pakistan 4, Philippines 2, South Africa 4,

South Korea 3, Sri Lanka 1, Switzerland 2, Tonga 2, UK 2, USA 3, USSR 1, Vanuatu

2, Vietnam 2, Western Samoa 1. In addition Other Africa had 14, Other Asia 5, and

Other overseas 3.

Table 6.5 shows the distribution of overseas external students by origin and faculty

Business and commerce students dominate international external enrolments both at

undergraduate and postgraduate level. However, all faculties have succeeded in

recruiting external international students to their undergraduate and postgraduate

courses. Table 6.6 shows at which level the external students are enrolled.
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Table 7.5

Distribution of USQ International Students by Country or Origin and Faculty

Arts Business Commerc
e

Education Eng&Sur
v

Sciences OPACS Total

Argentina 1 1 1
Australia 1 1
Brunei 3 3 3
Canada 15 4 7 2 2 15
China 2 1 1 2
Fiji 74 1 8 3 4 3 6 49 74
Hong Kong 358 8 98 98 72 38 14 30 358
India 4 3 1 4
Indian Ocean
Countries

5 2 1 1 1 5

Indonesia 15 8 3 1 1 2 15
Japan 2E 2 6 2 8 1 7 26
Kenya  2 1 1 2
Lebanon 1 1 1
Macau E 4 2 6
Malaysia 1355 845 432 2 2 37 37 1355
New Zealand 1 1 1
Africa, other 98 2 27 1 58 4 6 98
Asia, other 2C 9 2 2 3 4 20
Other overseas 4 1 2 3
PNG 18 1 6 5 1 2 3 18
Philippines 1 1 2
Portugal 1 1 1
Singapore 75C 40 305 84 25 51 223 31 759
Solomon Islands 2C 5 10 2 1 20
South Africa 111 2 38 13 23 13 9 13 111
South Korea 4 1 1 2 4
Spain 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 1 1 1
Switzerland 1 1 1

Taiwan 4  1 1 2 4
Tanzania 2 1 1 2
Thailand 41 1 39 1 - 41
Tonga 4

..
4 4

Uganda 1 1 1
United Arab
Emirates

4E 4 4 1
_

	31 3 46

United Kingdom 11 2 5 4 11
USA 12 1 1 4 1 5 12

Vanuatu 1 1 1

Western Samoa 3 1 2 3

Zambia 1 1 1

3034	 64 142j'	660 225 124	 346	 192 3034

Source: DEETYA: Higher education students time series tables, October 1996
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Table 7.6

International Enrolments at USQ by Faculty and Course Level

Arts	 , Business Commerce Education Eng&Sury Sciences OPACS	 Total
Undergraduate 124 331 2359
Postgraduate 15 22 504
Other 1 170!	 171
Total 65 	 1422	 660 225 139 353 170:	 3034

Source: DEETYA: Higher education students time series tables, October 1996

Business dominates on-campus enrolments of international students at undergraduate

level, but apart from that undergraduate enrolments are well distributed among the

faculties, except for low enrolments in Education. The number of on-campus

postgraduates are generally low. Table 6.7 shows on-campus enrolments by course

level.

Table 7.7

USQ On-Campus International Enrolments by Course Level

Arts : Business Commerce Education Eng&Sur y Sciences OPACS ' Total
Unde •raduate	 53	 354	 94	 8	 75	 98	 19	 701
Post •raduate	 8	 8	 3	 5	 6	 3	 33
Other	 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII	 249
Total	 57	 362.	 102	 11	 80	 104	 271

Source: DEETYA: Higher education students time series tables, October 1996

In 1997 of USQ's total income of $81 million, income from international student fees

amounted to $13.5 million, which is some 17 per cent of total income. In 1995,

international student income had been $9,141,000 and in 1996 $11,391,000. Both the

size of the income and the increases are noteworthy, even if it is now usual for

Australian universities to emphasize other values than commercial ones for the

university and community through internationalization. As a comparison, fee-paying

domestic postgraduate students yielded an income of a little more than $1 million in

1996.
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International student income is split between several the faculties, the IEC and general

administration. The net revenue for the IEC in 1997 was $7,479,272, while it is

expected to be $8,152,000 in 1998. According Commonwealth Government

requirements at least 10 per cent of international student income must be allocated in

buildings and infrastructure.

Future Development

At Commonwealth level, a growth rate in the enrolment of international students of 20

per cent per annum is suggested to be achievable in the coming years. In its Strategic

Plan 1998-2002, USQ shares these ambitions, but considers that most of the growth

most probably will be in enrolments in external mode. However, a strategy aimed to

recruit a higher percentage of international students for on-campus study is also part

of the plan. The IEC considers that it would be reasonable to aim at an on-campus

international student population of 25 per cent of total on-campus students.

USQ has a conscious and innovative approach to the development of

internationalization. Its Review Report 1998, published under the title of

International Education at USQ. A Corporate View, outlines the possibilities and

limitations of internationalization at USQ (International Education Centre 1998), and

considers possibilities and strategies for different markets. It recognizes that

traditional markets such as Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore are difficult because

of competition, but sets out that the aim of the University will be to hold its position

or increase activity within these countries. Indonesia has been targeted by USQ for a

long time but, partially because of agent problems, its efforts have met with limited

success. The emerging markets in which USQ expects to increase activity are South

Africa and Zimbabwe, the Middle East and India. Further the University considers

that there are good prospects of increasing interest in study abroad generally, and in
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exchange to/from USA and the European countries (International Education Centre

appendix 5.7).

Some features in the market suggest that it will be harder to obtain growth and even

maintain current market share in the near future. The Strategic Plan 1998-2002

emphasizes continued concentration on features that have secured success for USQ in

its internationalization efforts to date: high quality in service, course materials and

administration; and conscious and well planned movement into new promising

markets. USQ further plans to maintain leadership in the provision of flexible delivery.

The 1998 Review Report points out that it will be important to increase international

activity for a number of reasons including the following:

• in the interest of cost effectiveness;

• to secure general revenue growth;

• to achieve enrolment targets;

• to diversify income base to become less dependent on government funding;

• to enhance the cultural diversity in the university;

• to increase genuine internationalization by study abroad and exchange; and

• to identify opportunities for alliances, contracts and consultancies for INDELTA.

Major goals for internationalization are further detailed in the International Education

Centre's plan for 1998, which elaborates on the University's the Strategic Plan:

• Develop additional business relationships in South-East Asia with particular

attention to be given Engineering, Sciences and the Humanities.

• Successfully implement a marketing plan for Southern India, following endorsement

by the International Education Co-ordinating Committee.

• Explore the market potential of certain South American countries.

• Expand existing twinning program arrangements in Malaysia and Singapore.
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• Devote further attention to the 'Study Abroad' market, particularly in Europe and

North America.

The University's various different planning papers show coherence in planning and

stress the importance of broadening international activity geographically in order to

avoid being too vulnerable to changes in one or several countries. Operational

strategies to achieve these goals are set, for example, in the following: ' Undertake an

exploratory visit for market assessment purposes to Chile and/or Brazil and/or

Argentina early in 1998, with aims of establishing a new, continuing source of students

for USQ and further reduce dependence upon Southeast Asia' (Edmondesen 1998,

Appendix 5.2 p 2) .

Planned Extension

The current Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Advancement), Professor

Malcolm McKay, has developed detailed plans for the further development of

internationalization at USQ in the coming years. USQ is systematic in its search for

new possibilities. Its seeks to identify new opportunities by standard business SWOT

analysis. For USQ, McKay considers that growth possibilities for international

students lie in courses of the Faculty of Business and in extending the recruitment of

overseas students enrolled in the flexible delivery mode. Other growth potential

nationally are seen to be increased enrolment of students at undergraduate level in

distance education and fee-paying post-graduates. Cooperative training (teaching core

skills) is seen to be another niche.

To achieve a greater market share, a virtual university is about to be launched by USQ

as a fully commercial company. Other universities will be invited to offer courses

through this virtual university which will be a modern ' Open University'. USQ is

cooperating in the planning of this development with the network-owner, Real
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Education, in USA. The new USQ company will not use the World Wide Web but the

network owned by Real Education. There will be no paperwork connected to

promotion, recruitment, admission, teaching and administration, as all these processes

will be handled through the net. The concept is the same as for the existing course in

`Distance education' offered by USQ mentioned above. The plan is to offer 150 USQ

courses over the Internet from mid-1999.

MacKay sees the two main questions for development and growth for a university to

be as follows: What do we have to sell? How can we package it? In this case, existing

courses are planned to be delivered over the Internet, as Distance Education materials.

As an advanced and front edge provider of courses in external mode, USQ has an

additional advantage in that, through the provision of Distance Education materials and

expertise, it can attract partnership with other universities in course provision. USQ

has packages that other universities will want to use and so this increases

opportunities for collaboration.

There is not general optimism about this innovation at USQ, however. One member

of the Faculty of Arts, for example, expresses reservations about the planned

developments commenting that some people who would lead USQ into a virtual

university have 'lost contact with those who do the job and have expertise'. Further

the Director of the IEC has pointed out the virtual university concept came from the

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Advancement) with no involvement from the

IEC.

Another important development is an initiative taken by the IEC in developing a major

Distance Education project with cooperators in Europe. The University was

approached by a group of German leaders within higher education who are worried

about the declining standards of German higher education, and the complexity of the

German system. A new Centre is already established in Baden-Wurthenberg and a
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new non-profit association has been formed. This project will be marketed as an

international university.

Obstacles to Further Growth

The competition in the market for international students is growing, and USA and the

UK are obvious strong competitors for Australia as a whole. USQ admits several

disadvantages: it has not a wide range of course offerings as some competitors, it is

located in a rural environment while most international students come from large urban

areas, and USQ is not rich enough to establish off-shore campuses or campuses in

major Asian cities, such as those developed by major metropolitan Australian

universities. In addition, Asian countries are beginning to promote themselves as major

international educational providers – for example Malaysia, Singapore, and Japan.

When it comes to changed preferences, Australia, and especially Queensland, may be

adversely affected by the Pauline Hanson factor. Internationally, Australian tuition

fees in some cases are higher than its competitors, for example Canada.

One general obstacle to recruitment is the problem of accreditation. When graduates

return to their own country, the overseas education they have received may not meet

the requirements of professional bodies and employers. However, each Australian

educational institution puts considerable effort into securing recognition of its courses

by appropriate professional or governmental bodies in the countries from which they

recruit students. Generally, in Commonwealth countries this is not a major problem,

but in other countries accreditation procedures take considerable time. USQ makes

every effort to ensure that all courses are accredited in countries where they are

offered. Efforts are also made to address the career needs of the overseas student, but

it is not always possible to tailor course content to fit the needs of each country.
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Organization of International Activities

The International Education Centre (IEC)

The IEC is the unit that has the main responsibility for the management and

administration of the international activities at USQ, for both overseas students on-

campus and studying in their home country, and for international staff and exchange

programs. It is seen as the central point for the international program, with

responsibility for the management of resources allocated for the program. It has

special responsibilities in implementation of the University's strategic plan with

respect to international activities and in cooperating with and supporting other units

also involved in internationalization.

The IEC is guided by the International Education Coordinating Committee (IECC),

and also reports to this committee. Through the IECC Faculties may provide input in

strategic matters, as it is the key forum for USQ's policy development on

internationalization. In planning, IEC is guided by the university's strategic plan. On

its side, the IEC gives advice to contribute to the strategic planning process. This

helps secure congruity at the different planning levels. Performance is measured

against IEC plans and institutional plans.

Review of the Performance of IEC

A most recent review of the IEC was initiated by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor

(Research and Development) in September 1997 with the review report being issued in

March 1998. The team which conducted the review comprised the Director of IEC,

Geoff Edmondsen, Marketing Manager in the IEC, Annette Kelder, Operations

Manager, Andrew Everett, and the Project Officer at the Vice-Chancellor's Office

(R&D), David Fuss. Interviews were held with all staff of IEC, appropriate faculty
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members, and other stakeholders. The review looked at operational issues and the

methodology included a SWOT-analysis.

The review was undertaken to ensure that the IEC was well placed to support the

University in its efforts to maintain its market share and because there had been some

internal criticism of the IEC. The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and

Development) was sure the unit operated effectively, but initiated the review to deal

with the criticisms. One factor was that increased international student numbers had

led to capacity problems at IEC, and this contributed to the impression of reduced

performance. The loss of a number of positions through a redundancy process also

adversely affected the IEC' s capacity. Further still, the IECC, on its side, was keen to

address criticisms that it concentrated too much on operational matters and reporting,

and was not sufficiently occupied with strategic matters.

Geoff Edmondsen has been Director of the IEC since 1994. He was also involved in

internationalization earlier, as deputy registrar at USQ with some responsibility for

international activities. Earlier he was in Singapore in 1986 when Australia was

involved in the first sale of higher education to an Asian country. After the

implementation of the proposed changes, the Director will be responsible for the

program and the managing of the Centre, while the day-to-day management is the

hands of Managing Director, Andrew Everett. This restructuring was in accordance

with Geoff Edmondsen's wishes. Further, the office staff as a whole wanted a better

structure for the IEC.

The review was a review of the organizational structure of IEC, to ensure that the

organizational structure was suitable to meet future challenges. Undertaking the review

awakened different opinions on the campus, but it is a wrong assumption, as some

groups in the University assumed, that the review was taken because of unsatisfactory

performance by the IEC. In the review, it is mentioned that the office had low staff-

moral but Edmondsen says this was not his impression.
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Some criticism may have been caused by internal institutional conflict for influence

and independence. Commonly, large centres/faculties with comprehensive international

activity tend to want to handle as much of the activity themselves, and so see central

units as a hindrance. Geoff Edmondsen had made efforts as early as in 1994 to

improve the level of communication between IEC and the Faculties, and had achieved

the following:

• Restructuring of committees (one at each Faculty, and some Faculties even one at

each department, and the institutional committee were established);

• More basic information was issued before new suggestions/decisions; and

• More faculties were encouraged to participate in international activity.

The review report recommended strengthening of the policy and strategy-making role

of the IECC. The Director of IEC was advised to prioritize his leadership tasks and

his strategy development and planning roles, as well as the management of USQ

business alliances overseas and the growth of the international program. More

emphasis was seen to be needed on marketing and on communication lines within the

office, reporting/feedback routines and financial management and planning. Other

changes recommended included the following:

• Establishment of a new position of Operations Manager which should release the

Director of responsibility for the daily management of the IEC, including its

financial affairs;

• Establishment of an admissions team, to also handle international inquires;

• Better documentation of agent relationships;

• Better documentation of all procedures within the IEC;

• Strengthening of promotion and marketing;

• Introduction of a new information system

• Efforts to improve staff morale and regular review of position descriptions;
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• Strengthening of the customer/client focus;

• Undertake a survey of student opinions of support services

• Faculty and service department relations must be discussed and negotiated and

operational guidelines developed;

• A document on the role of IEC should be developed and published; and

• A more detailed evaluation of staff and student exchange programs should be

undertaken.

The following new IEC organizational chart for the IEC was proposed in the report.

Director IEC

Executive
assistant

Marketing
manager

Marketing Promotions
Project officer Officer Officer

(Operations)
Manager IEC

Administrative
assistant

Structure of
functions to be

determined:

Diagram 7.2

Organization Chart for the IEC

The organization has now changed in accordance to this chart. The intention is that

with the new structure the IEC will be better able to handle the necessary changes.
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The director of the IEC is now clearly responsible for the management of IEC. The

Director reports directly to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Advancement)

who is responsible for monitoring development of contractual matters, and for central

planning within the international program, i.e. strategic, business and marketing plans.

The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Advancement) also is Chair of the IECC

and is the contact for international matters in the Vice-Chancellor's Committee (VCC).

The IECC is the coordinating body between the IEC and the Faculties. Its members

are the Chair, the Deans/other Faculty representatives, and the Director and other

senior staff at IEC. This is the point of influence on strategy and programs for the

Faculties. Change proposals to IECC are required to be submitted to the VCC.

Operating Principle 3.3.3 states that "negotiating and liaising on policy and

contractual matters with international agents/partners is the province of the Vice-

C'hancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Advancement) and the Director

IEC". This clear distribution of responsibility gives the top leadership great influence

on the development of the international program and hopefully secures strong

leadership involvement. There is a clear understanding that contractual matters are to

be discussed with IEC, which has the responsibility for these.

The role of the IECC had been discussed during the review process and at one stage

the Deans proposed to the Vice-Chancellor that the IECC might be a committee under

the VCC. In a memorandum dated 23 October 1997, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor

Peter Swannell rejected this proposal referring to the freedom of the Deans to act on

behalf of their Faculty and arguing the importance of a similar freedom for a unit like

the IEC. Swannell commented that the consultative nature of the IECC secures a flow

of information and necessary inputs into the planning processes and strategy

development. He summarized his view as follows:
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The IECC should be seen as the premium vehicle whereby advice can be
given to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research and Advancement) and the
director, IEC, with regard to the University's wishes in matters concerned
with the international program. It will do this without encroaching upon the
autonomy of the IEC in arranging its business in the most efficient and
effective way possible. At the same time, through the Chair of the IECC, the
VCC can be kept informed and can also offer advice for transmission to
the IEC. (Edmondsen 1998, Appendix 5.8, p 2)

The Director of IEC, Geoff Edmondsen, saw the International Coordination

Committee as a means for communication, not as a decision-making body, nor a

reporting body for IEC. However, he reports monthly the central activities at IEC,

but not for formal reasons. The Committee discusses strategic issues such as new

initiatives, new markets, what works and what does not, and development plans and

opportunities. Recommendations from the committee are directed to the Chair of

IECC. Cases which need immediate decision go to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, the

Vice-Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor's Committee. He considers that the Vice-

Chancellor is keen and supportive on international matters, and that the structure and

communication lines are effective.

The DEC's Responsibilities

The Mission of the IEC is "to maintain and further develop the USQ International

Program, in the interest of the University's financial well-being and its cultural

diversity". The IEC has the following functions and responsibilities:

• preparation and maintenance of new contractual agreements, and maintenance of

existing, expenses as consequence of contractual agreements, also to agencies

relating to such agreements;

• contact with government bodies, and bodies established by the government;

• all agency contacts concerning process, admissions, enrolment, provision of

teaching materials, and supplying of text books to agents (the faculty has the

program contact);
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• marketing and necessary materials, cost of travels;

• coordinating of all activity relating to student recruitment and admission;

• responsibility for market maintenance, development of new markets within the

plans, promotion material agreed upon, agreed promotional travels;

• responsibility for distribution of teaching materials to distance education students,

organization of teaching school travels decided by the Faculty, and oversight and

promotion of tele-tutorials;

• overseas graduation ceremonials;

• exchange programs for students and staff; and

• international students records.

The office organizes travel and accommodation for academic staff, has responsibility

for pre-briefing of academic before traveling and for cooperation with the Residential

Colleges and Student Services.

Marketing and Internal Relationships

Different marketing aspects were criticized in the review report. Only one person was

until recently allocated solely for marketing purposes in the IEC. Promotion has

hence mainly been limited to production and distribution of recruitment material.

Student liaison officers as well as faculty used to attend promotional exhibitions, and

make other targeted visits overseas.

The Marketing Section has now been strengthened, with a Marketing Manager at a

more senior level and a new half time position in addition to the position that existed

earlier. The Marketing Manager reports directly to the Director of IEC. These three

persons are supposed to function as a marketing team. The increased capacity was

seen as necessary partly because of the need for more exact assessment of markets and

market potential by market research. It is expected that more background knowledge
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about potential and existing markets will lead to more forceful marketing, leading to

detailed marketing plans. It is also expected that routines will developed to involve

Faculties in marketing and marketing planning.

Planning of marketing, short-term and long-term, is in other words seen as essential for

success. A promotional plan for 1998 has been developed, showing what USQ is

planning to do in different countries, and explaining why and suggesting the resources

needed. While the plan will be closely followed, at the same time the Director of IEC

notes that there must be an opportunistic dimension in marketing. USQ has been

involved in diversification for many years and knows that many of the best

opportunities demand the ability and freedom to act on the spot. There must be a

combination of following the plan and taking the opportunities. Unexpected

opportunities must be used for marketing. Two recent examples of this are as follows.

One is the grasping of the German initiative mentioned above. It was, in the words of

the IEC Director, an act 'out of the blue'. A second example is the plan of the IEC

Director to market in Stockholm, Oslo and Helsinki in November 1998 since the

Norwegian Olympic team is going to have their preparatory stay in Toowoomba in

2000.

Student recruitment is competitive and requires sophistication, and realization of

strengths and weaknesses. USQ is located in the country, in a small community.

According to Director, Geoff Edmondsen, this is used to promote USQ as another

experience, with lower costs and greater safety. USQ emphasizes quality and safety

issues. Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Malcolm McKay, puts weight on additional

advantages of USQ including: its environment which is friendly to different cultures,

the climate, the natural beauty, and the abundance of cheap and suitable

accommodation. He stresses that USQ is not pretending to be anything else than a

rural university.
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Central factors in promotion are the use of agents, participation in overseas

exhibitions, handling of direct inquiries to USQ, alumni-contact, and graduation

ceremonies off-shore. The Alumni organization is a young organization, but is very

active. The use of agents is essential to get students on campus, but the University

recognizes the need for agent contact to be improved. The number and type of agent

relationships creates a capacity problem. A variety of contract provisions exist and

there are different arrangements, some personal, and some organized as twinning

programs with institutions. Agents in different countries provide different services.

In South-Africa, for instance, the agents support USQ with central information

concerning new and existent target groups. Under the new structure, the management

of business relationships with overseas agents should improve, as well as the overview

over which agreements and contracts exist. The quality of the relationships and the

mutual benefits are supposed to be monitored and followed up.

IEC has the responsibility for communications with the various service departments in

order to secure quality support for international students. Especially frequent and

important are dealings with the Student Services, residential colleges, the Student

Administration, the Distance Education Centre and the Finance Department. The review

showed that these communications have been largely problem free and so few changes have

been seen as necessary. An additional service relationship concerns employee contacts in

some overseas countries..

IEC Strategic Plan

The IEC has developed a Strategic Plan for the Period 1998 - 2002 (Review Report

1998, Appendix 5.6). This is a follow up of the 1993 Strategic Plan, which resulted in

an increase in international student numbers from 1,381 in 1993 to 3,006 in 1997. The

diversification of markets mentioned above is also a token of success.
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The plan has been developed on the basis of an analysis of the operating environment,

and an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT analysis).

The international student numbers are supposed to constitute at least 20 per cent of

total student numbers in 2002. The main strategies to obtain this objective are to

follow up the USQ strategic plan by:

• increase the amount of international students on-campus;

• remain a leader in the provision of Distance Education courses for international

students;

• broaden the market base for the international program;

• further student and staff mobility; and

• identify opportunities for INDELTA internationally.

• Move into or develop the markets in Southern India, some South American

countries, South Africa; and expand twinning programs in established markets,

develop USQ as Study Abroad destination, and develop the European market for

on-campus recruitment and student/staff exchange.

Students

Accreditation of courses is important for the usefulness of the education in the

graduate's home country. To ease the home-coming experience for the graduates, some

universities make contacts with employers overseas. The IEC took initiatives in this

area and funds career counselling work for international students. A member of staff

in Student Services has responsibility for this and has concentrated on employer

contact in Singapore and Malaysia, from where the largest proportion of the

international students at USQ come. The Director of IEC has some concerns about

this concentration of effort and is worried that students from other countries might

complain. However, this is a new initiative, and it is not possible at this stage to cover

every country from which students are recruited.
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In her work with careers and employment service, the member of staff in Student

Services whose has responsibility for career counseling visits employers and

establishes contacts and networks in Malaysia and Singapore. Material is mailed to

potential employers and already it appears that these efforts are having positive

outcomes. Efforts in career counselling are less necessary for international students

enrolled by distance education since a high percentage of these students are already

employed when they begin their course.

On-campus, the staff member responsible for counselling stays in close contact with

students, for example, through an international job-club once a fortnight. In these

meetings, staff discuss rumors which disturb students and provide courses to improve

job-seeking skills. One aim is to help international students to form a self-support

group. On Tuesdays, there is a `Drop-in' for discussions, which the students come to

in groups since many international students feel more confident in attending in groups.

In August 1998 one third of the on-campus international students dropped into the

Centre. Another point of contact is a news-group on the net, by which Students

Services can reach all international students with messages. This is a recent

improvement.

The distribution of responsibility between Student Services and the IEC works well.

The IEC undertakes what is necessary to bring the students to Toowoomba and

organize the receiving program. The Student Services takes care of the students while

they are on-shore. There is a very good cooperation between the two. For example,

the introductory week is run for IEC by Students Services and encompasses social

activities, a course in study skills, an orientation program, help to finding

accommodation. New students stay in a residential college for this first week.

Student Services

The USQ offers in principle the same services to the international on-campus as to

national students, with some additional support to international students being
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provided because of their supposedly increased need for counselling. Student support

encompasses student housing, advisory service, learning enhancement program, after

hours computer laboratories, health services and personal counseling workshops, and

services for students with disabilities, religious services, careers counseling and advice,

financial counseling. The student association offers cultural, recreational and sports

activities and facilities.

Other Features of Importance for Internationalization

Flexible delivery

In his inaugural address of March 1997, the Vice-Chancellor Peter Swannell stated as

follows:

We are regional because we have the good fortune to be cited in one of the
great, productive, key areas of Australia and the focus for the education of
the regional Australians for many, many years (Swannell p 4)

We are international because we probably know more about providing
educational opportunities for students world-wide than almost any other
Australian university (Swannell p 5)

To deliver flexibly', to be flexible is to give people 'WHAT they want,
WHERE they want it, WHEN they want it' (Swannell p 8).

This distinguishing feature of the University is strength in distance education, or

preferably flexible education, for both international and domestic students. This is an

inheritance from the DDIAE.

Hence, in terms of mode of study, the USQ is probably more flexible for international

students than at any other Australian university, since students can choose between

on-campus study, distance education, or a combination of these. Semester three study

in some courses allows students to fast track their studies. There is no difference in

the curriculum, methods of assessment, and awards between on-campus studies and
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studies in the distance education mode. USQ has developed procedures for student

support and guidance to ensure the quality of the study situation for those who

choose to study by distance education. A network of Local Support Offices has been

established overseas. Intensive teaching schools lasting about a week, taught by staff

from USQ, are arranged in several countries. In addition, academic and other help is

conducted by telephone and video conferences. Examinations are held in the home

countries of students, in easy access of most students.

The overall impression of the institutional plans is that USQ recognizes that its

specialization in flexible delivery remains its strongest feature, which increases its

ability to introduce courses quickly in this mode to new promising new markets and

also retain market share in others. In turn, the flexible delivery of undergraduate

courses leads to increase student numbers on-campus since some distance education

students spend part of their course on campus.

Large enrolments of overseas student in undergraduate courses are supposed to lead to

increased enrolment of postgraduate students, either external or internal. Students at

postgraduate level are not considered to have the same need for support as

undergraduate students. This is why USQ sees flexible delivery as an attractive

option especially suitable for this group (McKay and Clarke, p. x). This is to a certain

degree opposite to the view of other universities, who are more open to external

studies for undergraduate than for postgraduates. The USQ certainly has a point in

turning this philosophy upside down, considering that postgraduate students have had

considerable study experience, and supposedly are more motivated for the study

situation.

The fact that 72 per cent of the USQ students in 1996 studied by the distance mode is

further proof of the success of the Distance Education Centre. The Centre supports

the Faculties in the development of learning materials and also functions as a student

support centre. According to Don McMillan at the Faculty of Arts, it is important to
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counsel and guide students by distance education in a similar fashion to on-campus

students. The human/interactive skills of the graduate is the main outcome of the

education.

The Distance Education Centre

DDIAE commenced offering distance education in 1977 and is now recognized by the

Federal Government as a 'National Distance Education Centre '. In connection to that,

USQ received a major capital grant to provide state-of-the-art infrastructure in flexible

delivery technologies.

USQ is also internationally recognized for the quality of the distance education. The

International Council for Distance Education (ICDE) is a membership organization for

providers of distance education and other stakeholders. The purpose of this

organization is to facilitate international cooperation in distance education and open

learning. This organization selected the USQ as the lead institution in the Australia -

Pacific region. USQ now is host for the ICDE secretariat for this region.

When USQ talks about flexible delivery, it means the provision of educational teaching

materials that can be used independent of place and time – WHAT you want - WHERE

you want it - WHEN you want it .... IN your own terms - IN your own environment - IN

your own time ', as the Vice-Chancellor stated it in his inaugural speech (Swannell p 9).

The media used is each case is supposed to suit the individual student, and comprises

a range of options: print, audio tape/teletape, video tape, teleconferencing (audio,

audiographic, video), computer managed learning, CD- ROM multimedia presentation,

computer mediated conferencing, and Internet material.

The Distance Education Centre is a major service centre for the Faculties in the

production and delivery of distance education courses. It is also a provider of

specialized knowledge for external customers. The development of this advanced
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service centre shows a will to invest in the infrastructure necessary to stay in front

among distance education providers. The following chart shows the organization of the

centre, and the number of staff in each unit:

Diagram7.3

Organizational Chart for the Distance Education Centre

I will explain the work of a few units.

The Regional Liaison Network and the Outreach Unit

The Regional Liaison Network links regional contact points in Australia. The officers

are situated in places where external enrolments are significant and they function as a

first contact for all Distance Education students. This Network is managed by the

Outreach Unit which organizes telephone and audiographic tutorials and residential

schools, teleconferencing and videoconferencing sessions. The Unit further maintains
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an electronic noticeboard to keep the students informed of announcements and any

new developments, and has the responsibility for more traditional student support to

Distance Education students.

Instructional Designers

Instructional designers work with academic staff and others in multi-disciplinary

teams to ensure that effective teaching and learning strategies are used in all distance

education courses. To develop innovative courses for distance education, teams are

established consisting of specialists in instructional design, systems design, electronic

information systems, database design, graphic design, student administration,

electronic publishing and project management in addition to specialists in the subject.

Instructional designers also arranges courses for academic staff to increase their

knowledge about modern distance education and the use of new information and other

technology.

Instructional designers are recognized as academic staff and are as such expected to do

research. They must teach in order to get promotion. Academic staff recognize the

staff at the Distance Education Centre as leaders in the field because of this multiple

experience. For example, Shirley Rueshle, one of the Instructional Designers, has a

background as a trained teacher. She holds a Master of Distance Education degree,

focused on instructional design. She teaches two web units, one in the Graduate

Certificate in Distance Education, and this gives her additional insight into the

necessities for the external study material.

The Distance Education Centre has no control over the development of existing or new

courses. Rather this is the responsibility of the Faculties. Instructional Designers,

however, can make recommendations to the Faculties especially if they identify new

markets or suggestions can be placed before the Institutional Strategies Planning
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Committee (ISPC) which is the committee responsible for new academic

developments..

All course offerings are supposed to be evaluated. Earlier, Instructional Designers

evaluated Distance Education courses by surveys and handed the results over to the

Faculties. Based on these evaluations, the Faculties discussed possible changes.

However, organizational changes in 1997 transferred responsibility for course

evaluation to the Staff Development Office, but the new arrangements have not been

implemented and the matter is in the hands of the Vice-Chancellor. Evaluation thus is

largely in a limbo. Some electronic evaluation is proceeding, but the answers are not

processed. Evaluations are now conducted by the unit leaders, who does not have to

report the results further if they do not wish to do so.

Indelta

The INDELTA was founded in 1996 as a commercial enterprise, to serve as a gate for

the external community to access the knowledge and services of the university. This

should benefit the community, and also the university itself, through the possibility of

increased income, and through challenging and developing projects in cooperation with

external partners. The strategy is linking the resources of the university to the wider

society by building partnerships with key leaders of private and public organizations:

`Partners of INDELTA will have the opportunity to network with a variety of related

industries and educational providers' (Brochure).

Educational offerings are the main service of INDELTA: The 'core business case for

INDELTA lies within the area of development and delivery of flexible education and

training services'. Again, the university seem to be determined to flag its expertise

within flexible learning in the promotion of this new commercial enterprise.

INDELTA supports tailor-designed education to a diversity of clientele: 'The

INDELTA model is based on the ability that exists within flexible delivery to tailor the
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level of support and overall provision to the needs of the individual student'

(INDELTA-brochure).

Community Support

The University and the Toowoomba region seem to be very conscious of the mutual

benefit and values of integrating the international students in the communities. The

International Friendship Program was started by Student Services in 1995. The

program 'links International students at USQ with local people in Toowoomba and

the surrounding areas'(brochure). Through this program student are connected to

families who by this take on certain social responsibilities. Students and families must

apply to be members of the program. There is also established a Toowoomba

Committee for International Students, which is initiated and driven by people in

Toowoomba.

Assessment of the University of Southern Queensland

Student numbers have continued to grow rapidly, as indicated in Table 6.1. By 1997,

the University had a total of almost 16,000 students with a student load of 9,706

EFTSU. One of the great strengths of the institution is its work in distance education

where it is regarded as one of the leaders in the higher education sector.

This University clearly has been highly successful in its international efforts and its success

may be attributed to utilizing its considerable strength and capacity in distance education to

offering courses off-shore, strong and consistent leadership, effective long-term planning,

and well-developed administrative and student support systems. Further, USQ has shown

impressive willingness to adapt to new Government policies, to changing situations in

overseas countries and to explore new markets.
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Another explanation for the success of USQ is its institutional culture, a factor which

was mentioned by a number of staff in interviews. Attitudes to internationalization

are based on institutional culture and USQ sees itself as having been more successful

than UNE because of a culture that has enabled it to employ effectively resources for

teaching and the development of Distance Education as a major vehicle for

internationalization. Attitudes to quality teaching are based on earlier traditions, when

the DDIAE had to accept students with lower qualifications than the universities, and

the art of teaching hence was important to get as many students as possible through

their courses.

One reason for the early success within internationalization was the attitudes and

entrepreneurial flair of the foundation Director or DDIEA, Lindsay Barker. Some key

features of the international program which developed are as follows:

• Large off-shore enrolments possible because of the existing support/packages of

teaching material;

• On-campus are 1000 international students - this high number is partly due to

good reputation in the off-campus activity; and

• Asian students (lots of Malaysian whose first language is English).

USQ believes it took the initiative in the international student area and was not merely

responding to Government encouraged. According to the USQ Registrar, it is wrong

to assume that governmental policy has much to do with the development of

internationalization in Australian higher education. 'Whatever the Government says',

he comments, it is irrelevant; it is all about money". As a regional university without

extensive resources and with no rich benefactors, USQ internationalized because it had

to. The only major additional source of non-government income is fees from domestic

postgraduate students undertaking postgraduate course work degrees and for a regional

university enrolments in this area will always be limited.
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